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Preface

he st dy of ani al welfare is a rapidly growing field that engages scientists and veterinarians 
in research that see s to provide better nderstanding of the needs and experiences of ani als, 
and strives to find balance between these and the practices of odern ani al se  n addition, 
ani al welfare is a social and c lt ral iss e that is increasingly being incorporated into the legal 
and political landscapes  e to the co plex nat re of the s b ect of ani al welfare, a  
pro ect that ed cates and s pports yo th in a s stained fashion is necessary  he ni al 

elfare roficiencies rogra  is an extended intervention where each level of proficiency b ilds 
pon previo s levels, s ch that nowledge and s ills scaffold and are integrated and enriched 

over ti e  

t the heart of the roficiencies ro ect are ed cational activities that pro ote the ac isition of 
nowledge and s ills thro gh experiential learning  he proficiencies are str ct red so as 

to facilitate both gro p learning within pro ect eetings and independent application of s ills 
thro gh ta e ho e activities  he fra ewor  for the roficiencies eries is as follows  
ntrod ction  ni al elfare and thical ecision a ing

1. Proficiency 1: Animal Behavior
2. Proficiency 2: Animal Health
3. Proficiency 3: Animal Care
4. Proficiency 4: Human-Animal Interactions
5. Proficiency 5: Self-Assessment

Each proficiency level is defined by the following elements:

• group activities led by volunteer leader
• independent activities performed by youth
• documentation of independent work through written work, photographs, or video,

as appropriate
• presentation of independent work and group reflection
• completion of Proficiency Level Checklist
• award of Proficiency Level Pin

Determination of qualification for Proficiency Awards is at the discretion of the project leader. 
It is recommended that leaders review the independent work submitted by each youth and 
evaluate for completeness and effort. We do not provide tools for grading project work, but 
recommend that Proficiency be awarded when youth have both attended the group meeting and 
demonstrated good effort on the associated independent work. Youth may be given additional 
time to successfully complete the requirements of achieving Proficiency as determined 
necessary and appropriate. 
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Teaching and Learning Strategies
All activities in the Understanding and Applying Veterinary Science in 4-H curriculum were 
designed using experiential learning and inquiry. Experiential learning (EL) is grounded in 
the idea that experience is essential to learning and understanding. Specifically, EL involves 
a recurring sequence of three distinct steps: 1) an experience (“Do”) that involves learner 
exploration; 2) a period of reflection (“Reflect”), where learners share their reactions and 
observations, process their experience, and make generalizations to real-life examples; and 3) 
an opportunity to apply (“Apply”) new knowledge and skills in an authentic manner, which helps 
learners deepen and broaden their understanding (it helps learning last!).

Inquiry is a teaching and learning strategy whereby learners are engaged in activities that 
require the observation and manipulation of objects and ideas in order to construct knowledge 
and develop skills. Inquiry is grounded in experience, focuses on the use and development of 
critical thinking skills, and targets the learning and application of specific content knowledge.

The inquiry-based activities in the Understanding and Applying Veterinary Science in 4-H 
curriculum were designed using the 5-step EL cycle (Pfeiffer and Jones 1983): Experience, 
Sharing, Processing, Generalizing, and Application. It is recommended that adequate time be 
allotted for youth learners to proceed through each step in order for learning to be maximized. 

Organization of Learning Environment

Creating the environments where learning takes place

The activities in the Understanding and Applying Veterinary Science in 4-H curriculum 
were designed to be facilitated in a small group-learning environment. Learners construct 
understanding through inquiry, using observations, the manipulation of objects and ideas, and 
personal reflection. However, learning is a social endeavor where dialogue and reflection with 
others are critical elements. Therefore, creating physical and social environments where learners 
can carry out inquiry will help them organize their thoughts and develop an understanding of 
the content and processes being emphasized in specific curriculum activities.

Curriculum Activity Layout
• Activity Title

The activity title introduces the facilitator to the topic that will be addressed during the
activity.  A subtitle may specify the area of focus within the topic.

• Background Information
This introductory section provides facilitators with a brief overview of the subject matter
and offers examples that help to explain why the topic is important.    This section may
also include brief descriptions of the sections included in each activity (e.g., concepts and
vocabulary, life skills targeted, subject links to education standards, and an overview of
activities).

Facilitator Tip:  The background information is not meant to be shared with the youth 
prior to the activity. Rather, it is intended to support facilitators by providing factual 
information that may help ground and inform group discussions.

• Time Required
Each module includes an estimate of the time needed to complete the activities.  The actual
time required for the activities will vary based on level of learner interest, size of the group,
age of the group members, and setting in which the activities take place.

Facilitator Tips
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Curriculum Activity Layout  (continued)

• Learning Objectives: Concepts and Vocabulary
Facilitators are provided with a list of defined concepts and vocabulary that represent key 
curriculum content that is meant to be discovered by the youth through their exploration, 
reflection, and discussion with others.  

Facilitator Tip: The list should not be provided to the youth at the beginning of the 
activity. At the end of each activity, the facilitators should ensure that the appropriate 
terms and concepts have been discovered by or introduced to the youth.  

• Life Skills
Life skills are abilities that help youth become productive, contributing members of society.
The activities are designed to provide youth with the opportunity to practice particular life
skills that are utilized in everyday life. The life skills being targeted are listed for each activity.
Learn more about the Targeting Life Skills model at  epart ent of gric lt re, http://
www.csrees.usda.gov/nea/family/res/pdfs/Targeting_Life_Skills.pdf

• National Science Education Standards Supported
The Next Generation Science Standards are guidelines for educators regarding what K-12
students should know, comprehend, and be able to do in order to be scientifically literate,
competent members of society.  Each activity supports at least one of the Next Generation
Science Standards Crosscutting Concepts.  For more information about the Next Generation
Science Standards, visit ext eneration cience, http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/ngss/
files/Appendix%20G%20 -%20Crosscutting%20Concepts%20FINAL%20edited%204.10.13.pdf

• Suggested Groupings
Activities are designed for youth to work in pairs, small groups, large groups, or individually.
The suggested groupings are meant to help facilitate quality learning among the youth.

• Materials Needed
A list of the materials needed to complete the activities is provided for the facilitator.  The list
describes the materials to be used, as well as how many of each item is required for each
activity. Most materials are provided (these are marked with an *); however, other materials
will need to be obtained by the facilitator.

• Getting Ready
This section describes what needs to be done by the facilitator to prepare for the activity.
It is highly recommended that facilitators review this list carefully and prepare necessary
materials prior to activity implementation.

Facilitator Tips

http://www.csrees.usda.gov/nea/family/res/pdfs/Targeting_Life_Skills.pdf.
http://www.csrees.usda.gov/nea/family/res/pdfs/Targeting_Life_Skills.pdf.%E2%80%A2National
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/ngss/files/Appendix%20G%20
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/ngss/files/Appendix%20G%20-%20Crosscutting%20Concepts%20FINAL%20edited%204.10.13.pdf
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• Opening Questions/Prompts

 Facilitator Tip: This is the point where each activity begins with the youth.

Questions or prompts presented at the beginning of each activity are meant to draw the 
youth into the topic being addressed in the activity.  Responses to the questions will also 
provide the facilitator with an understanding of what the youth already know about the 
topic.  Each question is designed to be open-ended and to support collaboration within the 
group. Facilitators should encourage the youth to record their answers to these introductory 
questions on the provided flip chart paper, as this is an important part of the learning 
process. 

Facilitator Tip: Ask the questions/prompts as they are written. Open-ended questioning is 
a key element of inquiry-based learning.

• Procedure (Experiencing)
This is the part of the curriculum when the youth experience and complete the activity itself.
It is highly recommended that facilitators review the procedure prior to implementing with
youth so the activity flows smoothly from one section to another. It is important for youth to
record their observations, ideas, and other thoughts during the procedure on the flip chart
paper provided, as this is an important part of the learning process.

• Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing
Following the activity procedure there is a period of reflection, during which time the youth
come back together as a large group and share their observations with each other.  This is
an opportunity for youth to communicate their findings, listen to what others discovered,
consider the various thought processes, and learn from each other.  This section helps to
solidify what the youth have learned throughout the course of the activity.

• Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction
At this point of the activity, most of the concepts will have most likely already been
discovered by the youth.  Many concepts will have already been defined by now as well.
However, some technical terms may need to be introduced to the youth.  The facilitator
needs to confirm that all important terms and concepts have been defined.

Facilitator Tip: Ensure that all terms/concepts have been discovered by or introduced to 
the youth. Additionally, make certain that any misconceptions have been addressed.

• Concept Application
The true test of understanding takes place when learners attempt to apply their new
knowledge and skills to authentic situations.  At this point of the activity, youth have
already completed the hands-on activities that have introduced the new concepts and skills.
The concept application section provides the facilitator with activities that allow youth
the opportunity to take what they have learned and apply it to independent, real-world
situations.  This application of knowledge is a critical step of the learning process.

• References
Following the concept application section, the facilitator is provided with a list of references.
The references list can be used as an additional resource by the facilitator to learn more
information about the topics addressed during the activity.

Facilitator Tips
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Background

InIntrotrodduuctiction to Animon to Animal Wal Welfareelfare 

anand Ethid Ethical Dcal Decisiecision Makingon Making

elfare is viewed as so ething intrinsic to the individ al ani al, i e , the ani al s state of being 
well or faring  well roo  and ohnson  a a  as a state cannot be directly 

eas red, b t has both physical and psychological co ponents that can be eval ated by 
eas ring physical and behavioral indicators  n addition to good physical health, a ey 

co ponent to good ani al welfare is a positive e otional state  hen people tal  abo t 
ani als having e otions, they are often critici ed for a b t the 
ass ption that h ans are the only ani als with feelings is no longer considered valid, given 
o r increased nderstanding of ani als  biology and behavior  n fact, it has beco e widely 
accepted that nonh an ani als are capable of experiencing a wide range of both positive and 
negative e otions  o nderstand and appreciate ani al welfare in context of raising ani als 
as co panions or as food ani als, it is necessary to ta e the feelings of ani als into 
consideration in a ing decisions abo t their treat ent and care

t is i portant to nderstand how to apply ani al care practices that decrease the li elihood that 
ani als will experience negative e otions   fra ewor  that has been developed for this 
p rpose is nown as the ive reedo s  hese are

reedo  fro  nger and hirst by ready access to fresh water and a diet to aintain
f ll health and vigor

reedo  fro  isco fort by providing an appropriate environ ent, incl ding shelter
and a co fortable resting area

reedo  fro  ain, n ry, or isease by prevention or rapid diagnosis and treat ent

reedo  to xpress or al ehavior by providing s fficient space, proper facilities,
and appropriate social partners

reedo  fro  ear and istress by ens ring conditions and treat ent that avoid
ental s ffering

n addition, it is now recogni ed that while following ani al care practices that address the ive 
reedo s is i portant, ani al caregivers st also consider how their practice can provide 

 for the ani als in their care  hese incl de opport nities to exercise, 
explore, play, and develop positive social relationships with h an careta ers and in social 
species  their own ind  r society is rapidly shifting in its appraisal of ani al care practice, 
which has res lted in the re ection of practices, that are considered cr el or overly intensive  n 
addition, increased appreciation for the role ani al welfare plays in ani al agric lt re has led 
to an increase in de and for food prod cts that are h anely raised and harvested  he topic 
of ani al welfare is co plex and worthy of st dy by anyone who cares for or raises ani als  

Background
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• Head: critical thinking, decision making, service learning
• Heart: concern for others, empathy, communication
• ands  tea wor , contrib tions to gro p effort, self otivation, co nity service

vol nteering, responsible citi enship
• Health: stress management

Life Skills

• Patterns
• Cause and Effect

Next Generation Science Standards: 

Cross-Cutting Concepts

• a a : ni al welfare is the ani als  state of being and describes how they are
feeling or faring,  both physically and psychologically

• : To attribute human characteristics or qualities to nonhuman animals.

• a a : An ethical framework is a way of structuring your thinking about ethical
questions. An ethical framework allows a person to evaluate situations, and it guides
behavior.

• a : A problem or situation that requires a person to evaluate and choose
between alternatives based on what is considered right (most ethical) and wrong (least
ethical).

• : Opportunities for animals to interact in a constructive, enjoyable
manner with humans or other animals.

Concepts/Vocabulary
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ActivityI.1
This activity is meant to be an introduction to 
some of the basic concepts of animal welfare 
that can help youth who raise animals learn to 
incorporate the principles of animal welfare 
into their animal care routines.

Getting Ready

• ather all necessary aterials c ps and
colored paper

• a e  red paper balls,  green paper
balls, and  white paper balls for each
yo th  olored po  po s or colored pony
beads ay also be sed

• opy necessary ppendices for each
yo th art  copy necessary ppendices
for yo th when wor ing in pairs art 

Opening Questions/

Prompts

Describe some feelings that you consider to be positive. Ask youth to write down their
thoughts and ideas on the flip chart paper provided.
Describe some feelings that you consider to be negative. Ask youth to write down their
thoughts and ideas on the flip chart paper provided.
How are the qualities of positive and negative experiences similar or different? Ask youth to
write down their thoughts and ideas on the flip chart paper provided.
Describe how you are able to understand other people’s feelings. Ask youth to write down
their thoughts and ideas on the flip chart paper provided.
Describe how you are able to understand nonhuman animals’ feelings. Ask youth to write
down their thoughts and ideas on the flip chart paper provided.

Suggested Groupings
• Part A – youth will work individually;

Part B – youth will work in pairs.

Time Required
• 45 minutes to 1 hour

Materials Needed
• clear plastic or glass cups that are 12

ounces or larger (one per youth)
• small pieces of red paper crumpled

into balls (approximately 25 per youth)
• small pieces of green paper crumpled

into balls (approximately 25 per youth)
• small pieces of white paper crumpled

into balls (approximately 12 per youth)
• Emotion Scenarios (Appendix A) (one

set)
• Human Emotion Worksheet (Appendix

(one per youth)
• Nonhuman Emotion Worksheet 

(Appendix C) (one per pair)
• writing utensils (one per youth)
• flip chart paper (shared materials)

Introduction Activity I.1:

Considering Emotional Responses in 

Humans and Non  Animals
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ActivityI.1
Part A: Human Emotions

Experience

and o t c ps, an otion or sheet ppendix , and writing tensils
lace paper balls in the center of the tables aro nd which the yo th are sitting
xplain to the yo th that the red balls represent negative feelings and the green balls

represent positive feelings  he white balls represent ne tral feelings or no opinion
nstr ct yo th to listen to the scenario that the facilitator vol nteer reads fro  the otion
cenarios ppendix  card  ased on their interpretation of the scenario, each yo th

sho ld select one or two paper balls to p t in their c p, according to the following ey
a  reen  ositive xperience
b  ed  egative xperience
c  reen,  ed  ixed xperience
d  hite  e tral or o pinion

ave the yo th record their selection in the appropriate row of the recording sheet
s  yo th to identify the e otion they i agine they wo ld experience in this scenario
hey can se a single word or a phrase to describe the e otion or e otions
epeat ntil all six otion cenarios have been read

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

ollow the lines of thin ing developed by the yo th as they share and co pare their 
tho ghts, observations, and concl sions  f necessary, se ore targeted estions as 
pro pts to get to partic lar points  pecific estions ight incl de the following

• oo  at the contents of yo r c p and the c ps of those aro nd yo  ow is the
distrib tion of red, green, and white balls si ilar or different  s  yo th to write down
their tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper provided

• hoose one of the experiences and share the e otion yo  wrote down to describe how
yo  wo ld feel in that sit ation  xplain how yo r responses were si ilar to or different
fro  the e otions others recorded  s  yo th to write down their tho ghts and ideas
on the ip chart paper provided

Introduction Activity I.1:

Considering Emotional Responses in 

Humans and Non uman Animals
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ActivityI.1
Part B: Non uman Animal Emotions 

Getting Ready

• Have the youth form pairs.
• Each youth in the pair should have their recording sheet from Part A and their writing utensil.
• Give each pair one copy of the Nonhuman Emotion Worksheet (Appendix C) for Part B.

Experience

ave each pair write down each e otion they recorded on their an otion
or sheet fro  art  in the first col n of their onh an otion or sheet  f the

two yo th had so e e otions in co on, they need only record that e otion once
a a  f pairs of yo th collectively have ore than  ni e e otions listed on

their art  wor sheets, they sho ld choose  to record on their onh an ni al
otion or sheet

nce the e otions are recorded, as  the pairs to wor  together to write a short experience
that they thin  wo ld ca se a nonh an ani al to experience each e otion listed

phasi e that the experiences they write sho ld be realistic
f yo th cannot co e p with an experience that ight ca se an ani al to experience the

e otion listed, have the  describe why they were nable to do so

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

Follow the lines of thinking developed by the youth as they share and compare their thoughts, 
observations, and conclusions. If necessary, use more targeted questions as prompts to get to 
particular points. For example:

s  each gro p to share two of their nonh an ani al e otion experiences  llow
others to co ent on the experiences shared  isc ss the si ilarities and or
differences regarding the opinions expressed by others  s  yo th to write down their
tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper provided

s  yo th to share if there were e otions on their list for which they co ld not i agine
a scenario that wo ld lead an ani al to experience that e otion  llow others to
co ent  isc ss the si ilarities and or differences regarding the opinions expressed
by others  s  yo th to write down their tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper
provided

s  the yo th to describe their tho ghts on the feelings of ani als other than h ans
s  yo th to write down their tho ghts and ideas on the ipchart paper provided
a a  o  ay infor  the yo th that scientists have nown for several

decades that ani als fro  h ans, to pigs, to chic ens, to dogs have al ost identical
central nervo s syste s, eaning we all experience stress, fear, and pain in very
si ilar ways  s  yo th if this infor ation changes the way that they thin  abo t how
nonh an ani als experience e otion  s  the  to explain why or why not

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

t this point, it is i portant to ens re that the following ter s concepts have been introd ced  
a a a a a a a and 

 ote  he goal is to have the yo th discover ter s and concepts 
thro gh their own exploration

Introduction Activity I.1:

Considering Emotional Responses in 

Humans and Non uman Animals
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ActivityI.2
Background

hen h ans se ani als for their benefit, whether thro gh food prod ction, scientific or 
edical research, entertain ent, sport, or service, care st be ta en to consider the i pacts 

of these activities on both h ans and the nonh an ani als involved  

n ost cases, people agree that activities that ca se extre e pain or s ffering to nonh an 
ani als are not stified in cases where the benefit, or potential benefit, to h ans is not 
significant  owever, debate arises aro nd whether treat ent towards ani als that ca ses 
s ffering can be stified if it benefits the h an pop lation

or exa ple, scientific experi ents on ani als can, and s ally do, ca se the  so e pain and 
s ffering, and the ani als are s ally illed at the end  owever, experi ents are done for a 
reason to develop a edicine or vaccine, to test the safety of a prod ct, or obtain scientific 
nowledge all of which ay be considered beneficial to h an society, ani als, or the 

environ ent  

ni al agric lt re also involves so e degree of pain or s ffering on the part of the ani als, 
ranging fro  iss es relating to living in confined conditions to the stress involved with 
transportation or sla ghter  owever, ani al agric lt re provides a central so rce of food for 
h ans, and, as s ch, i proves the ality of life of those that cons e ani al prod cts  

a ing a  abo t ani al care and se re ires eval ating alternatives and 
drawing concl sions as to which options are considered ost acceptable ethical  and least 
acceptable nethical  ne way to approach ethical decision a ing abo t ani al agric lt re is 
by weighing the costs and benefits of different prod ction practices  his process re ires 
giving tho ghtf l consideration to the i pacts of the activity on each of the different agents 
that the practice i pacts  hin ing abo t prod ction practices fro  ltiple perspectives and 
engaging in disc ssions abo t these different points of view is a fr itf l approach to aiding 
ethical decision a ing  

he goal of this activity is to engage yo th in respectf l conversation regarding vario s 
approaches to ani al agric lt re in order to allow the  to for late and express their personal 

a a  

a a  o th sho ld be enco raged to share their tho ghts honestly and witho t fear 
of ridic le  or additional infor ation on the ethics of ani al se in research, see tanford 
website, http web stanford ed gro p hopes cgi bin hopes test ani al research

Introduction Activity I..2:

Ethics of Animal Use

http://web.stanford.edu/group/hopes/cgi-bin/hopes_test/animal-research/
http://web.stanford.edu/group/hopes/cgi-bin/hopes_test/animal-research/.Introduction
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ActivityI.2
Getting Ready

• Make copies of the Scenario sheet
(Appendix D). Cut into three parts.

• Make copies of the Ethical Decision Making
Worksheet (Appendix E).

Opening Questions/

Prompts

xplain what yo  now in regard to how
ani als are tili ed by people for different
p rposes  s  yo th to record their
responses on the ip chart paper provided
While looking at the list of animal-related
activities, explain your thoughts on the 
positive and negative aspects of each of 
these activities. Ask youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

3. Now for each of these positive and negative aspects listed, explain the perspective used to
draw this conclusion. In other words, from whose point of view are these costs and benefi ts
determined? Ask youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

Experience

Explain to youth that they are going to evaluate three scenarios.
Explain that the youth should feel free to express their thoughts and opinions and that all
discussions will be conducted in a respectful manner.
Pass out the Scenario 1 (Appendix D) and the Ethical Decision Making Worksheet (Appendix
E).
Allow the youth 10 minutes to review the scenario and complete Part I of the Ethical
Decision Making Worksheet.
Repeat with Scenarios 2 and 3.

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

Follow the lines of thinking developed by the youth as they share and compare their thoughts, 
observations, and conclusions. If necessary, use more targeted questions as prompts to get to 
particular points. For example:

s  for yo th vol nteers to read their responses to the estions on the thical
ecision a ing or sheet  a e s re that all points of view are represented in the

disc ssion
epeat this process for the other two scenarios

a s  the yo th to re ect on the feelings both positive and negative  that ight be
experienced by the h ans and the nonh an ani als in each scenario

s  yo th to re ect on their choices  s  yo th to explain the factors they considered
ost i portant in their decision a ing process and those that they considered the

least i portant

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

At this point, it is important to ensure that the following terms/concepts have been introduced: 
animal welfare, anthropomorphizing, ethical framework, ethical questions,  and positive 
experiences. (Note: The goal is to have the youth discover terms and concepts through their 
own exploration.)

Suggested Grouping
• Individual

Time Required
• 45 minutes to 1 hour

Materials Needed for Each Youth
• Scenarios (Appendix D; one copy of

each scenario sheet–cut along dotted
lines into three parts–per youth)

• Ethical Decision Making Worksheet
(Appendix E; one copy per youth)

• writing utensils (one per youth)
• flip chart paper (one per youth)

Introduction Activity I..2:

Ethics of Animal Use
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ActivityA
a a a a a a

a a a a a
a a a a a a

a a a a a
a a a a a a

a a a a
a a a a a a a

a a a a  
___________________________________________________________________________________________

a a a a a a
a a a a a
a a a

a a a a
a a a a

a a a a
a a a  

___________________________________________________________________________________________

a a a a a
a a a a a a a

a
a a a a a a
a a a a a
a a a a  

___________________________________________________________________________________________

a a a a a a
a a a a a

a a a a a a
a a a a a a a

a a a a a
a     

___________________________________________________________________________________________

a a a a a a
a a a a a a

a a a a a
a a a a

a a a a a a a a
a a a a

a a a  
___________________________________________________________________________________________

a a a a a
a a a a a a

a a a a a
a a a a

a a a a a a a a
a a a a a

a a a a
a a

a a a

APPENDIX A: Emotion Scenarios
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ActivityB
Scenario Your assessment: Place an X in the appropriate box(es) Name the emotion

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

APPENDIX B:

Human Emotion Worksheet
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ActivityC
Emotion Nonhuman animal scenario

APPENDIX C:

Non uman Animal Emotion Worksheet
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ActivityD
Scenario 1:

o r class has a pet ha ster, ernie, and yo  and yo r class ates ta e t rns ta ing care of hi  
very wee , a s all gro p of yo r class ates wor s together to a e s re ernie is well fed 

and lives in a clean, safe environ ent  n order to a e s re ernie is healthy and co fortable, 
the gro p of st dents st give hi  fresh food and water daily, clean his cage every wee , and 
ens re that he has plenty of opport nities to play and explore   

n onday orning, when yo  and yo r class ates are disc ssing who will be in 
charge of each of ernie s tas s, yo  vol nteer to clean ernie s cage at the end of the wee  n 
riday afternoon, yo  plan to clean ernie s cage and give hi  a new set of toys to play with 

over the wee end, b t yo  find that there is not eno gh bedding to s fficiently fill the botto  of 
the cage  

here is additional bedding in the storage closet, b t yo  first need to find the anitor to 
nloc  the door for yo  so yo  can get it   st as yo  are abo t to as  yo r teacher if yo  can 

do so, yo r friend r ns into the classroo  and tells yo  that he and all of yo r other friends are 
going to a ovie and yo  need to h rry p if yo  want to oin the  hey have a ride fro  his 

o , and they are leaving now  o  have wanted to see this ovie all wee , and the theater is 
too far away for yo  to ride yo r bicycle there  he cage is ostly clean, b t the bedding is very 
sparse and there are no toys set p  owever, there is no ti e to fix this if yo  want to go to the 

ovie with yo r friends
hat wo ld yo  do

Scenario 2:
You and your family have had your dog, Sparky, for a little over 3 months now.  Your 

family has set up a chore chart for taking care of Sparky to make sure that he gets enough food, 
water, exercise, and bathing opportunities.  Depending on the day, it is your responsibility to 
feed Sparky, walk Sparky, change his water, or clean up after him when he goes to the bathroom 
in the back yard.  Every weekend, you and your sister wash Sparky and check him for any 
external parasites or other health problems.  

Today, it is your responsibility to feed Sparky and make sure that he has enough clean, 
fresh water.  You wake up early in the morning and let Sparky outside in case he has to go to the 
bathroom.  When he comes back inside, you fi ll his food bowl with fresh food and you fi ll his 
water bowl with clean water.  After Sparky eats and drinks, you let him into the backyard to play 
fetch for a little while.  Then, your sister comes into the living room and puts Sparky’s leash on 
him to take him for a walk.  

When your sister returns she tells you that she noticed that Sparky’s behavior was 
strange on the walk. He was not as friendly and curious as usual and he had to be dragged 
along behind her on the way home.  Then she heads out to meet her friend at the neighborhood 
swimming pool since it is a hot day. You look at your watch and realize that you are supposed to 
be at your violin lesson in 10 minutes, so you hurry upstairs to get your instrument. Your parents 
have paid for these lessons and they expect you to be on time, plus you have been working hard 
on your latest piece and are excited to play for your teacher.  When you come back down, you 
notice that Sparky is panting very heavily and that his nose is very warm and his tongue seems 
dry. You offer his some water, but he is not interested.  He starts to stand up, but then lays right 
back down.   He seems unsteady on his feet.

Since your parents are not home, you will need to ride your bike to your lesson.   You 
need to leave immediately to be on time. 

hat wo ld yo  do

APPENDIX D: Scenarios
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ActivityD
Scenario 3:

o  have been training yo r pig, by, for the co nty fair for al ost a year  by lives 
at yo r ho se with yo r fa ily, o tside in a covered stall, with a ple roo  to ove aro nd, 
both in and o t of her sleeping area  o  a e s re that by always has access to fresh food 
and water, and s fficient wallowing and rooting opport nities  ring yo r training sessions 
with by, yo  treat her gently and reward her hard wor  with praise and treats  nd instead of 
yelling and handling her ro ghly, yo  gently correct her incorrect ove ents ntil she gets it 
right   

s part of yo r preshow training, yo  practice leading with by on a daily basis  o  
hope that this practice will help i prove by s behavior for the show ring  o  have seen 
so e of yo r friends treat their pigs ro ghly by hitting the  in the head as a ethod of 
p nish ent   o  disagree with this ind of treat ent of ani als, so yo  stic  to rewarding 

by for good behavior, and yo  se correcting actions instead of p nish ent when she does 
so ething wrong   

hen yo  and another pig participated in the co nty fair last year, yo r pig weighed 
ore than the axi  weight class, and yo  were dis alified  o this year, yo  tal ed with 

yo r veterinarian and have been following a specific diet that will eet all of by s n tritional 
needs and eep her fro  being h ngry b t is designed to eep her within the re ired weight 
range for the show  he fair is in  days, and yo  are starting to get very nervo s and excited for 

by to be dged  owever, when yo  weigh by, yo  find that she is a few po nds over 
axi  weight range even tho gh yo  have been very caref l abo t her diet  he will not be 

able to participate nless she loses  po nds in the next  days   
o  call yo r veterinarian for advice and she tells yo  that she does not reco end that 

yo  try to a e by lose that a o nt of weight so ic ly   o  then call yo r friend who tells 
yo  that she was able to get her pig to lose weight ic ly by significantly red cing her feed, 
ta ing her off water, and a ing her drin  cranberry ice to expedite water loss   

o  have already paid yo r show fees and they are nonref ndable
hat wo ld yo  do

APPENDIX D: Scenarios (continued)
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ActivityE
Scenario number (circle one) 1 2 3

Explain the choice you would make if you were the person in this situation

What are the potential positive and negative effects of your decision for the person involved?

What are the potential positive and negative effects of your decision for the animal involved?

Explain a real life situation, if any, where you have had to make a similar choice when 
caring for an animal

APPENDIX E:

Ethical Decision Making Worksheet
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Observing and Recording

Animal Behaviors11
A strong understanding of animal behavior is an important part of being an animal caregiver, as 
behavior often serves as a good indicator of the animal’s welfare.  By becoming familiar with the 
animal’s behavior, owners are able to more easily notice behavioral patterns that could indicate 
a welfare concern.  One way to start understanding the behaviors of animals is to spend time 
observing and recording how they behave at different times and in different environmental 
situations. 

Animals display a variety of different types of species-typical behaviors such as foraging, eating, 
drinking, grooming, socializing, exploring, playing, moving, obtaining comfort, and resting.  
These are considered normal behaviors as they are part of an animal’s regular behavior patterns 
and help animals meet their needs. Once an animal meets one type of need, it should switch to 
another behavior so that over the course of the day many different behaviors are performed.  
For example, an animal will search for and consume food until it has had enough to eat, then it 
may switch to performing other behaviors such as socializing or exploring its environment. 

An animal that is able to meet its needs through the expression of normal behavior is likely to be 
in a good state of welfare. However, sometimes animals are unable to meet their needs through 
their behavior and this may be indicative of compromised welfare. For example, if an animal is 
unable to access and eat enough food to feel full, it may continue to perform foraging behaviors 
even if there is no additional food available. In this case, performing foraging behaviors may 
take up most of the time in the animal’s day, such that it does not perform the range of normal 
behaviors seen in animals with good welfare. In addition, sometimes when an animal cannot 
meet its needs through its behavior, it will begin to develop abnormal behavior.  In the example 
of the chronically hungry animal, one might start to see it develop a behavior such as bar biting, 
where it repetitively chews on inedible items such as metal bars. Another example is the case 
of an animal that cannot meet its need to explore and as a result develops a repetitive pacing 
behavior at the perimeter of its enclosure.  When observing animal behavior, it is important to 
pay attention to several things:

1. What is the behavior that the animal is performing?
2. What need is the behavior addressing?
3. How is the environment that the animal is in at the time impacting how it behaves?
4. Is the animal able to meet its need through its behavior?

Background

• Head: keeping records, critical thinking
• Heart: concern for others, cooperation, communication
• Hands: leadership, contributions to group effort, self-motivation, teamwork
• Health: self-discipline

Life Skills
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atterns
• bserved patterns g ide organi ation and classification, and they pro pt estions abo t

relationships and in encing factors
a se and ffect
• echanis s and xplanation  vents have ca ses that ay be si ple or ltifaceted

cience involves the investigation and explanation of ca sal relationships and their
echanis s

yste s and yste  odels
• efining a syste  by specifying bo ndaries and constr cting a odel provides tools for

nderstanding and testing ideas applicable thro gho t science
tability and hange
• onditions of stability and deter inants of rates of change of a syste  are critical ele ents

of st dy

Next Generation Science Standards: 

Cross-Cutting Concepts

• Abnormal Behavior: Any behavior considered to be outside the normal behavior pattern for
animals within a particular context, class, and age.

• Animal Welfare: ni al welfare is the ani als  state of being and describes how they are
feeling or faring, both physically and psychologically

• Communication: An animal’s transmission of signals to other animals or humans in order to
convey information; may include chemical signals, smell, sound, gestures, etc.

• Drinking/Eating: The consumption of food and water; essential to an animal’s survival.

• Ethogram: A record cataloguing all of the observed behaviors of an animal.

• Foraging: Behaviors that involve searching for and acquiring food prior to consumption.

• Grooming: Maintenance behavior of the animal’s coat or other physical features; often
includes licking.

• Locomotion: An animal’s method of forward propulsion, i.e., walking, swimming, running,
etc.

• Movement: Refers to an animal’s ability to change position or location.

• Needs: Are essential to an animal’s survival and to maintaining a state of good welfare.

• Negative Social Interaction: Animal behavior or contact involving other animals or humans
that is unpleasant, aggressive, or unconstructive in nature.

• Normal Behavior: Behaviors that are part of an animal’s normal behavior patterns and help
them meet their needs.

• Obtaining Comfort: Actions that animals take in order to avoid harm or distress and to meet
their physical and emotional needs.

• Play: Active, highly variable animal behavior directed at other animals, humans, or other
stimuli; may involve social or behavioral development.

• Positive Social Interaction: Animal behavior or contact involving other animals or humans
that is pleasant, friendly, or constructive in nature.

• Problem Solving: Animal behavior that involves the manipulation of variables in an effort to
resolve or make sense of a stimulus; contributes to the development of animals’ cognition
skills.

Concepts/Vocabulary
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Activity1.1
Getting Ready

• Copy one Ethogram for each pair/small
group.

• Make enough copies of the scenarios
(Appendices B-I) so each group has at least
one scenario.
• Facilitator Tip: It is important that all

scenarios provided be included in the
activity. If you do not have enough
groups to cover all scenarios, provide
each group with multiple scenarios. If
pairs/small groups have more than one
scenario, they will also need additional
Ethograms.

• rint eno gh copies of the ni al
nviron ent aps ppendices   

so each gro p has one ap to go with
each scenario

• rovide at least two sheets of ip chart
paper to each gro p

Opening Questions/

Prompts

• xplain what yo  now abo t different ways h ans behave  s  yo th to record their
tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper provided

• hat types of needs do yo  eet thro gh yo r behavior   s  yo th to record their
tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper provided

• xplain what yo  now abo t different ways that nonh an ani als behave  s  yo th to
record their tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper provided

• hat types of needs do ani als eet thro gh their behavior   isc ss how these are
si ilar to or different fro  the ways h ans behave  s  yo th to record their tho ghts
and ideas on the ip chart paper provided

• xplain yo r nderstanding tho ghts abo t reasons a h an s behavior or an ani al s
behavior ight change, either s ddenly or grad ally over ti e  s  yo th to record their
tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper provided

Suggested Groupings
• Pairs or small groups of three youth.

Time Required
• To be determined

Materials Needed

• * ne Ethogram per pair/small group
(Appendix A)

• * ne scenario per pair/small group
(Appendices B - I)

• * ne Animal Environment Map per
youth corresponding to scenario
(Appendices BB - II)

• flip chart paper
• writing utensils: pencils, pens, markers,

crayons, and/or colored pencils
• glue and/or tape

aterials provided in c rric l

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 1.1: 

Observing and Recording

Animal Behaviors

• Rest: Periods of ceased movement and relaxation; may involve lying down depending on the
species.

• Sleep: Essential periods of rest and decreased awareness that must be achieved nightly.

• Socializing: The process during which animals develop normal social skills and learn how to
interact appropriately with other animals and people.

• Vocalization: A method of communication that involves animals conveying information
through noises and sounds.

Concepts/Vocabulary
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Activity1.1
Experience

In this activity, small groups of youth will review scenarios that describe the behavior of animals 
in different settings. They will use tools provided to record the behaviors performed by the 
animals as well as the locations in which they occur. The youth will then use this information 
to discuss their responses to specifi c questions and draw conclusions about how the animal’s 
behavior provides information about its welfare.

1. rovide each pair s all gro p with one thogra  ppendix  per scenario, a copy of their
scenario s  ppendices , and an ni al nviron ent ap ppendices 
corresponding to each scenario

2. nstr ct the yo th to review their scenario s  and record the data on the thogra s   o trac
the ani al s behaviors thro gho t each day, the yo th are to code the behavior and the
ti e the behavior ta es place directly on the ap

3. ave the yo th organi e their observations to address the following estions for each
behavior observed

1. hat is the behavior that the ani al perfor ed
2. hat is the p rpose or ca se of the behavior
3. ow was the behavior infl enced by the environ ent
4. as the ani al able to eet its need thro gh its behavior

4. s  each pair s all gro p to share their scenario and their ideas abo t the behaviors they
recorded

5. s  the yo th to loo  for si ilarities and differences between the different scenarios

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

ollow the lines of thin ing developed by the yo th as they share and co pare their 
interpretations  s  yo th to record their tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper 
provided   f necessary, se ore targeted estions or pro pts to get to partic lar points  

hese ay incl de the following:
1. Explain if you recorded any behaviors that were similar between scenarios.
2. Explain if you recorded any behaviors that were different in the same species of animal.
3. Discuss your interpretations of how the animal’s environment was related to its behavior.
4. Discuss your ideas on each animal’s welfare. How did your observations of behavior

contribute to your conclusions?
5. Discuss how paying attention to an animal’s behavior could relate to the animal’s care and

well-being.

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

At this point, it is important to ensure that the following terms/concepts have been introduced: 
a a a a a a a a a

a a a
a a a a a a a

a a  (Note: The goal is to have the 
youth discover terms and concepts through their own exploration.)

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 1.1: 

Observing and Recording

Animal Behaviors
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Activity

Application

Facilitator:
o th will be re ired to co plete  days of

observations of their ani al s  hese can be
 consec tive days or every other day
or each day, the yo th st co plete an
thogra  and an nviron ent iagra
a e one copy of the ni al ehavior

roficiency roced re for o th ppendix 
for each yo th

a e five copies of the thogra
ppendix  and five copies of the ni al

nviron ent ap e plate ppendix  for
each yo th  pon co pletion of this
proficiency they will have co pleted five of
each doc ent

a e one copy of the eport or sheet
ppendix  for each yo th

Youth: Animal Behavior Proficiency Procedure for
outh (instructions included in Appendix J).

o  o  o   h o  ,  h     
 pp   S    Shop 4-H,

https shop h org prod cts veterinary science c rric l digital download

Suggested Grouping
• Individual

Materials Needed for Each Youth
• ni al ehavior roficiency

roced re for o th ppendix 
• thnogra  or sheet for ni al

ehavior roficiency ppendix  five
per yo th

• ni al nviron ent ap e plate
for ni al ehavior roficiency

• ppendix  five per yo th
• eport or sheet for ni al

ehavior roficiency ppendix 
one per yo th

• ti er e g , watch
* Materials provided in curriculum

1.1 Animal Welfare Pro ciency 1.1:

Observing and Recording

Animal Behaviors

https://shop4-h.org/products/veterinary-science-curriculum-1-5-digital-download
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ActivityA
a a  __________________________ Species: __________________________________

Codes:
C: Communicating 
F: Feeding / Drinking
G: Grooming Self 
E: Exploring
B: Problem Solving
N: Negative Social Interaction with other animals or 
humans (aggression; fi ghting)

Time Code a a ? a
a  

APPENDIX A: Ethogram

I: Positive Social Interaction with other 
animals or humans (e.g., playing, 
grooming others, positive physical 
contact)
R: Resting
S: Sleeping
V: Vocalizing 
L: Locomotion (e.g., walking, running, 
hopping, fl ying)
O: Other (Describe)
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ActivityB
a  og

a  pot

 o s dog, pot, lives with o  in a ho se with a large bac yard  pot s bed is 
in o s bedroo , next to the itchen  is food and water bowl are in the itchen, next to the 
bac  door   he bac  door has a dog door so that pot can go in and o t as he pleases  here is 
also a water bowl for pot in the bac yard   

a   n the orning, pot wa es p  and r ns o t to the itchen to find that o  has 
filled his food and water bowls for brea fast  fter eating his brea fast, pot goes o tside 
at  to explore in the bac  yard  t , he sees a s irrel r n into so e b shes, so pot 
c rio sly wal s over and starts sniffing aro nd  fter a while, pot loses interest in the s irrel 
and decides to go find o  o  wor s fro  ho e d ring the day so he is able to play with 

pot and ta e hi  for wal s d ring his brea s  pot pic s p his favorite tennis ball at  and 
brings it to o , who is at his des  in the living roo , to indicate that he wants to play fetch   

hey go o tside in the bac  yard and play with the tennis ball, b t at  o  st go bac  to 
wor  t , pot wal s over to the water bowl in the bac yard and drin s so e water after 
the ga e of fetch   e then finds a patch of grass in the s n to ta e a noonti e nap  t , 
after o  has finished his wor , he ta es pot on a wal  aro nd the neighborhood  n their 
wal , pot eets another dog and they start to sniff each other c rio sly  fter the two dogs 
chase each other aro nd playf lly for a bit, o  ta es pot ho e  pot rests at o s feet at 

 while o  watches  in the living roo  t , o  feeds pot dinner and refills his 
water bowl in the itchen  t , pot lays down at the foot of o s bed and goes to sleep

APPENDIX B
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ActivityC
Animal: Dog

Name: Jesse

 esse lives with her owner, race, in a s all, one bedroo  apart ent with no 
access to o tdoor space d ring the day   esse s bed is in the living roo  and her food and 
water bowls are in the itchen next to the refrigerator   here is a big window in the living roo  
that overloo s the b sy street below   

a   esse wa es p at  in the orning to find that race has already left for wor   
he wal s o t to the itchen to find that race has filled her food bowl, b t her water bowl is 

less than half f ll   esse only eats part of the food that was left for her and drin s what is left in 
her water bowl   t , esse wal s o t into the living roo  and ps p onto the co ch to 
watch people wal  by thro gh the window   hen people wal  by with other dogs, esse starts 
to bar  and aggressively scratch at the window  he doesn t stop bar ing ntil she cannot see 
the other dogs any ore   t , esse ps down fro  the co ch and starts to pace aro nd 
the apart ent   he is loo ing for so ething to play with, b t gives p her search after half an 
ho r   esse c rls p on the carpet and ta es a nap ntil  fter her nap, esse wal s into 
the itchen to get a drin  of water b t finds that her water bowl is e pty   he paces aro nd the 
apart ent again ntil  and c rls p for another nap   esse naps ntil , when race 
arrives ho e fro  wor   hen race gets ho e, she refills esse s water bowl and ta es esse 
o tside to go to the bathroo   t , another dog wal s down the street and esse reacts 
with aggression   he starts bar ing at hi  and tries to l nge at the other dog   race ta es 
esse bac  pstairs and feeds esse dinner at   esse n dges race s legs while she is 

watching  in the living roo  fro   ntil , b t race ignores esse   esse c rls p on 
the carpet at  and falls asleep next to the co ch  esse wa es p to pace aro nd the roo  
every half ho r ntil , when race tells esse to go to sleep

APPENDIX C
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ActivityD
a  orse

a  rownie

 rownie lives on a far  with three other horses and his owner, o g   rownie 
and the other horses each sleep in separate, dry stalls, with plenty of roo  to lie down at on 
the gro nd   here is a large field next to the stalls where rownie and the other horses sleep   

he field is abo t an acre, with a foot fence all aro nd to eep the horses in the field   here is 
a place for rownie to get cold water to drin  at all ti es   

a  rownie wa es p at  in the orning in stall  and stands p to drin  so e 
water  o g co es in to rownie s stall at  and leads hi  o t to a food tro gh next to the 
field, where the other horses are already eating their hay and oats  rownie trots over to the 
feeder and starts to eat his brea fast   fter he finishes eating, rownie drin s so e ore water 
and then follows the other horses to the center of the field   t , rownie and the other 
horses start to play and chase each other aro nd in the field   fter an ho r and a half of play, 

rownie approaches another horse and ses his tail to swat at the ies on the other horse s 
bac   he other horse follows rownie s lead and starts to clean the ies off of rownie s bac  
as well   fter the horses finish cleaning each other at , they contin e to play and chase 
each other for another ho r   rownie and the other horses trot over to the water tro gh at 

 after they finish their chasing ga e to get a drin  of water   t , o g co es over to 
rownie and leads hi  into the stables, where o g prepares to ta e rownie o t for a ride   t 

, while o t on a trail with o g, rownie hears so ething r stling in the b shes and starts 
to c rio sly sniff aro nd   ater on d ring their wal , o g practices co ands with rownie   

o g teaches rownie that when he says easy,  rownie sho ld slow down   hen rownie 
listens to o g s co and and slows down, o g stro es rownie s ane and gives hi  
words of enco rage ent   t , rownie hears a bird chirping, which distracts hi  fro  

o g s co ands   t this point, o g decides rownie has had eno gh training for the day 
and rides bac  to the stables   rownie gets so e ore water in the field and oins the other 
horses ntil dinner ti e   t , rownie eats his dinner and is led bac  into his stall to rest 
after a long day of play
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ActivityE
a  orse

a  ightning 

 ightning lives on a s all area of land with his owner, erald  ightning s 
sleeping stall is ncovered and is big eno gh for hi  to stand p in while sleeping b t is not 
large eno gh for hi  to lie down in  here is a s all, fenced field next to ightning s stall, and 
there are no other horses that share the field to play  oth the stall and the field have tro ghs of 
water for ightning to drin  fro  d ring the day   

a  ightning wa es p at  a  and is i ediately ta en o tside to the food tro gh 
for brea fast  erald gives ightning his hay and refills his water tro gh  fter eating, ightning 
trots aro nd the field at  e a es it aro nd the field a few ti es before erald co es bac  
o tside to ta e ightning bac  into his stall at  hile ightning is in his stall, he starts to 
chew at the wooden railing on the stall door  ightning does not stop chewing at the wooden 
railing ntil erald co es bac  to the stall at  to groo  his coat  erald ta es ightning 
o tside and ties hi  to the fence  erald tries to br sh ightning s coat and co b his ane, b t 
ightning tries to p ll away fro  erald  ightning contin es to str ggle with erald ntil , 

when he is ntied fro  the fence and is free to r n aro nd in the field for an ho r  erald leads 
ightning bac  into his stall ntil , when erald refills the food tro gh and brings ightning 

over to eat his dinner  t , ightning finishes the water that is left in the tro gh and waits for 
erald to refill the water s pply  nstead, erald leads ightning bac  into his stall so that 
ightning can go to sleep  ightning contin es to chew on the wooden railing ntil he goes to 

sleep at 
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ActivityF
a  airy ow

a aisy

aisy lives on a far  with her owner, aria, and three other dairy cows  aisy 
sleeps in pen , which is a very spacio s, dry, and co fortable area for sleeping and resting  

he pen is covered to allow for a shady area to rest  aisy s food and water tro ghs are next to 
her pen, where she can get water thro gho t the day  here is an overhead sprin ler syste  

nder the overhang for the cows to se in extre e heat  here is also a large, open area next to 
the pen for aisy to exercise and gra e in and an additional water tro gh to drin  fro  art of 
the field is covered by an overhang to provide so e shade for the cows d ring the day   

a  aisy wa es p at  and begins her orning by r bbing her body against the 
fence of her pen  fter aisy finishes scratching herself on the fence at , she finds that 

aria has filled the food and water tro ghs  aisy eats her brea fast and drin s so e water 
before going o t into the s n at  with the rest of the cows   fter lying down in the s n ntil 

, aria leads aisy nder the overhang to practice training s ills for a co ple of ho rs   
aria teaches aisy how to pose and lead correctly for a show  hen aisy does so ething 

right, aria rewards her with praise and indness  hen aisy does so ething wrong, aria 
stays patient and ses her halter lead strap in order to correct aisy s ove ents and poses   

fter aisy s training session, aria ta es aisy bac  o t to the field to gra e with the other 
cows at  nother cow wal s p to aisy at  and starts to lic  her  fter the other cow 
finishes, aisy t rns aro nd and starts to lic  the other cow  t , aisy brie y wal s over to 
the sprin ler syste  and ta es a shower to cool down fro  the hot s n  aisy goes bac  o t to 
the field at  and oins the other dairy cows that are now resting nder the overhang  t 

, aria brings the cows bac  inside to eat their dinner, and afterwards she leads the  into 
their pens so that they can go to sleep  aisy falls asleep at 
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ActivityG
Animal: Dairy Cow

Name: Millie

Environment: illie lives on a far  with her owner, ic , and two other dairy cows   illie s 
pen, pen , is big eno gh for illie to sleep and rest in, and it is ncovered   illie s food and 
water tro ghs are between her pen and the open field, where illie gra es and spends ti e 
d ring the day   here is a s all overhang in the field that provides so e shade for illie and 
the other cows d ring the day    

Behavior: illie wa es p at  a  and wal s over to her food and water tro ghs   he other 
cows have already started to eat  ost of the food is gone, so illie eats what she can and at 

 she goes o t to the field to start gra ing  t , ic  co es o t to the field and leads 
illie to the area near the sleeping pens   ic  wants to practice training s ills with illie   e 

tries to teach illie how to pose and lead for a show, b t today s practice is not very s ccessf l   
hen illie does so ething wrong, ic  p nishes illie with anger and harsh otions   t 

, illie beco es frightened and pset when ic  handles her ro ghly, so she starts to ic  
at ic  t , after ic  gives p with training for the day, he leads illie bac  o t to the other 
cows in the field  t is very war  o tside, so the cows are resting in the shade   t , illie 
tries to lie down in the shade b t can only fit partially nder the overhang  illie gets p and 
wal s over to the water tro gh to drin  so e water at  illie wal s bac  o t to the field, b t 
still cannot fit in the shade  ic  refills the food tro ghs at  and leads illie and the other 
cows over to the tro ghs for dinner  fter illie finishes her dinner at , she drin s so e 

ore water and is led bac  into her pen to go to sleep  illie starts to pace aro nd her pen and 
does not stop ntil  he lies down for a few in tes at a ti e b t stands p and paces 
aro nd every few in tes, trying to get co fortable  illie does not get co fortable eno gh to 
fall asleep ntil , when the te perat re finally starts to cool off
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ActivityH
Animal: Parrot

Name: Polly

Environment: olly lives with her owner, ennifer, in an apart ent with lots of s nlight  er 
cage is on a table in the living roo  near a window, so olly gets plenty of s nlight d ring the 
day  olly s cage is very large, with any different si ed perches for her to sit on  er cage also 
has n ero s toys for her to play with d ring the day  he roo  that her cage is in has a door 
to the itchen that ennifer closes when she ta es olly o t to y aro nd   

Behavior: olly wa es p in the orning at  to find ennifer filling her food bowls with lots 
of grains and fr its  olly eats her brea fast and drin s so e water   t , before ennifer 
leaves for wor , she co es over to the cage and tal s to olly for a few in tes  fter ennifer 
leaves for wor  at , olly starts hopping bac  and forth fro  perch to perch  nce she 
reaches the top perch, olly starts to play with her treat ball, which is hanging fro  the top of 
the cage   olly has to sha e the ball and ove it aro nd in order to get a treat o t of it  t , 
after sha ing and oving the ball aro nd, olly s ccessf lly gets a treat and hops bac  down 
to a lower perch to eat it   t , olly ps down to the botto  of the cage, where her 
bathing bowl is sitting  olly groo s herself in the bowl and then hops p onto a perch at  
to dry off  t , olly contin es to play with the different toys in her cage  t , olly 
drin s so e water and eats so e of her leftover food  fter her snac , olly contin es to play 
with her toys ntil ennifer gets ho e fro  wor  at  hen ennifer arrives at ho e, she 
plays a short ga e of pee a boo with olly and then lets olly y aro nd the living roo  fro  

 ntil  ennifer p ts olly bac  in her cage and refills each bowl for dinner at  t 
, ennifer sings a few songs to olly and then eats her dinner next to olly s cage  t , 

ennifer t rns o t the lights so that olly can go to sleep  ennifer watches  in her bedroo  
and a es s re to eep the vol e low so that olly can get eno gh sleep at night
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ActivityI
Animal: Parrot

Name: Sunny

Environment: nny lives in a s all, lo d, st dio apart ent with his owner, a e   nny s cage 
is in one corner of the roo , right next to the   is cage is s all, with only a co ple of 
perches to stand on, and very few toys for nny to play with d ring the day   ince his cage is 
in a corner of the roo , nny does not get very ch s nlight in his cage d ring the day   

Behavior: n the orning, nny wa es p at  to find a e filling his food bowl with bird 
seed  fter giving nny brea fast, a e leaves at  for a long day at wor   nny ps 
down to the botto  of the cage at , where his bathing bowl is sitting, b t finds that the bowl 
is e pty   nny hops p to one of his perches at  and starts to play with a little ball with a 
bell inside  t , nny stops playing and starts to p ll o t so e of his feathers   nny 
contin es to p ll o t his feathers ntil he stops to get a drin  of water at  fter getting a 
drin  of water, nny hops p to the top perch and starts to aggressively chew on the bars of 
his cage  t , nny hops over to the other perch and contin es to p ll o t his feathers   t 

, nny stops p lling o t his feathers, and loo s aro nd the roo  e sits on one of his 
perches witho t oving ntil , when he goes bac  to chewing on the bars of his cage   

nny stops biting on the bars of his cage when a e arrives ho e at  t , while a e 
a es hi self dinner, nny starts a ing noise and screa ing to get a e s attention   a e 

wal s over to the cage to try to p nish nny, b t nny tries to bite at a e s fingers   
r strated with nny s behavior, a e p ts a sheet over the cage at  to a e hi  thin  it is 

bedti e   hile nny tries to sleep, a e t rns on the  to watch while he eats his dinner   
nny contin es to a e noise ntil a e t rns off the  at  to go to sleep
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ActivityJ
ive days of observations are re ired, either consec tive days or every other day  pon

co pletion of this proficiency, yo  will have co pleted five thogra  sheets and five
nviron ent iagra s
efore beginning each day of observations, draw a detailed ni al nviron ent ap of the

area where the ani al s  will be observed  he ap is to be drawn in the space provided on
the ni al nviron ent iagra  e plate

o  will need a watch or a cloc
bservation roced re

a or each daily observation period, have one copy of the thogra  and one copy of
the nviron ent iagra

b ote the ti e  o r observation period will last for  in tes  yo  will be recording
observations at in te intervals

c egin observing yo r ani al s  t the in te ar , record the behavior yo r
ani al is perfor ing by sing the appropriate code fro  the thogra  rite this
code on the ni al nviron ent ap and on the thogra  sheet

d rite down yo r tho ghts as to the need the ani al is addressing with its behavior
e epeat this process every in te for a total of  observations
f erfor  yo r observations on five different days  ry to vary the ti ing of yo r

observation to capt re behaviors d ring the orning, afternoon, and evening if
possible

fter yo  have finished all  days of observations, review the co pleted thogra s
and ni al nviron ent iagra s, loo  for patterns, and draw concl sions based on the
infor ation yo  have recorded

o plete the eport or sheet
t the next gro p eeting

a ring the co pleted thogra s and nviron ent iagra s  ote  hese are
re ired for the co pletion of roficiency 

b repare a short, to  in te presentation that s ari es the infor ation on yo r
eport or sheet  resent this report to the gro p

a a a a
a a a a a

a a a a a a a
a a a

APPENDIX J: Animal Behavior

Pro� ciency Procedure for Youth
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ActivityK
a a : __________________________ Species: __________________________________ 

Date:________________________________________________ a : ____________________

Codes:
C: Communicating 
F: Feeding / Drinking
G: Grooming Self 
E: Exploring
B: Problem Solving
N: Negative Social Interaction with other animals or 
humans (aggression; fi ghting)

a a

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

APPENDIX K: Ethogram Worksheet for

Animal Behavior Pro� ciency

I: Positive Social Interaction with other 
animals or humans (e.g., playing, 
grooming others, positive physical 
contact)
R: Resting
S: Sleeping
V: Vocalizing 
L: Locomotion (e.g., walking, running, 
hopping, fl ying)
O: Other (Describe)
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ActivityL
Animal Environment Map

APPENDIX L: Animal Environment

Map Template for Behavior Pro� ciency
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Activity

Youth name:

Animal name: 

Animal species: 

Dates of observations:

1. Explain any patterns in your animal’s behavior over the entire observation period. For
example, did your animal perfor  certain behaviors at the same time and/or place each
day? Was this consistent over time? Explain the patterns you observed.

2. Describe any changes in your animal’s behavior from day to day. What were these changes,
and when did they occur? What might have contributed to these changes in behavior?
Explain.

3. Choose three behaviors you observed and explain how the performance of each addressed a
need:

4. Choose three behaviors you observed and explain how the environment in which you
observed the animal affected the behavior:

M APPENDIX M: Report Worksheet for 

Animal Behavior Pro� ciency
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ActivityBB APPENDIX BB: Spot’s Environment

 

ac yard

Bedroom Kitchen

Living roomBathroom

Neighborhood

Bushes

Bushes

Water bowl

Tom’s bed

Spot’s bed

Food and water bowls
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ActivityCC APPENDIX CC: Jesse’s Environment

 

Bedroom

Kitchen

Food and water 
bowls Refrigerator

Bathroom Living room

Jesse’s bed

Couch

Large window

Sidewalk and street
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ActivityDD APPENDIX BB:

Brownie’s Environment

 

Trail area

Food and water

Water

Field

Stall #1 Stall #2 Stall #3 Stall #4

Water Water Water Water
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ActivityEE APPENDIX EE:

Lightning’s Environment

Stall

Water

Food

Field

Water
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ActivityFF APPENDIX FF: Daisy’s Environment

 

Overhang area

Open field

Water

Water

Food

Overhead sprinklers

Pen #1 Pen #2 Pen #3 Pen #4
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ActivityGG APPENDIX GG:

Millie’s Environment

 

Overhang area

Open field

WaterFood

Pen #1 Pen #2 Pen #3
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ActivityHH APPENDIX HH: Polly’s Environment

Treat ball

Perch

Perch

Perch

Food Water

Climbing ladder

Toy

Toy

Perch

Bathing bowl

Bedroom

KitchenLiving room Table

Polly’s cage

Window

Close-up of Polly’s Cage
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ActivityII APPENDIX II: Sunny’s Environment

Close-up of Sunny’s Cage

Perch

Food Water

Toy

Toy

Perch

Bathing bowl

Kitchen area

Couch

Sunny’s
cage

TV

Bathroom

Jake’s
bed
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Keeping Health Records to

Maintain Animal Health22
s ani al careta ers, it is i portant to be aware of the different factors that contrib te to ani al 

health and well being  his can be achieved by reg lar veterinary care that incl des giving the  
all reco ended a , aintaining c rrent a , and a ing reg lar, 
syste atic observations of one s ani al s  that incl de written doc entation rogra  

ne way to help eval ate an ani al s health and well being is by perfor ing reg lar 
a  a  hese help careta ers better nderstand their ani als by observing their 

behaviors, recogni ing early signs or sy pto s of illness or in ry, and assessing their 
environ ent with respect to health and safety factors, appropriateness for the specific ani al s , 
and enrich ent opport nities  ealth chec s st be done reg larly and syste atically  he 

erican ni al ospital ssociation  reco ends a physical exa  be done at ho e 
on a daily basis   he chec  involves not only a caref l inspection of the f r or s in 
of the ani al, b t also a chec  of its teeth, eyes, and ears rogra  

Guidelines for routine health checks (Dhein 2009; Program 2010) are outlined below: 
• bservations fro  afar

o atch the ani al s gait e g , how the ani al wal s r ns oves  note any
abnor alities s ch as a li p

o hec  for sy etry of the ani al e g , oes each side loo  the sa e, or are
there differences between sides

o hec  the body condition of the ani al e g , nderweight  healthy weight
overweight

o bserve the ani al s behavior to deter ine if the ani al is lethargic,
agitated, or exhibiting any other behaviors that are not part of its nor al
behavioral profile

• yes
o hec  for discharge fro  the eyes  f there is discharge, describe the color

and consistency
o hec  for eye clarity  rovide a description e g , clear  clo dy  d ll

• ars
o hec  for discharge or wax b ild p  rovide a description e g , color

antity  text re
o ell for an odor  f there is an odor present, describe it e g , so r  strong

sweet
o oo  for external parasites e g , eas  tic s  or other attached aterial s ch

as foxtails

Facilitator Tip: Foxtail is a type of grass that grows during the spring,
becomes dry during the summer, and can be very painful and dangerous
to animals. Foxtails are sharp and pointed with microscopic barbs on
one end and become mobile when embedded into the skin (Clark 1998).

Background
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Keeping Health Records to

Maintain Animal Health2
As animal caretakers, it is important to be aware of the different factors that contribute to their health 
and well-being. This can be achieved by regular veterinary care that includes all recommended 
vaccines, maintaining current health records, and making regular, systematic observations of 
one’s animal(s) that include written documentation (Program, 2010).

One way to help evaluate an animal’s health and well-being is by performing regular “Nose-to-Tail”
health checks. These help caretakers better understand their animals by observing their behaviors, 
recognizing early signs or symptoms of illness or injury, and assessing their environment with 
respect to health and safety factors, appropriateness for the specific animal(s), and enrichment 
opportunities. Health checks must be done regularly and systematically. The American Animal 
Hospital Association (AAHA) recommends a physical exam be done at home on a daily basis 
(AAHA, 2012). The check involves not only a careful inspection of the fur or skin of the animal, but 
also checking its teeth, eyes, and ears (Program, 2010).

Guidelines for routine health checks (Dhein, 2009; Program, 2010) are outlined below: 
1. Observations from afar

a. Watch the animal’s gait (e.g., how the animal walks/runs/moves; note any 
abnormalities such as a limp).

b. Check for symmetry of the animal (e.g., Does each side look the same or are 
there differences between sides?).

c. Check the body condition of the animal (e.g., underweight; healthy weight; 
overweight).

d. Observe the animal’s behavior to determine if the animal is lethargic, agitated, 
or exhibiting any other behaviors that are not part of its normal behavioral 
profile.

2. Eyes
a. Check for discharge from the eyes. If there is discharge, describe the color and 

consistency.
b. Check for eye clarity. Provide a description (e.g., clear; cloudy; dull).

3. Ears
a. Check for discharge or wax buildup. Provide a description (e.g., color; quantity; 

texture).
b. Smell for an odor. If there is an odor present, describe it (e.g., sour; strong; 

sweet).
c. Look for external parasites (e.g., fleas; ticks) or other attached material such as 

foxtails.
Facilitator Tip: Foxtail is a type of grass that grows during the spring, 
becomes dry during the summer, and can be very painful and dangerous 
to animals. Foxtails are sharp and pointed with microscopic barbs on one 
end and become mobile when embedded into the skin (Clark, 1998).

Background
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• o th
o hec  the ani al s teeth and g s  escribe the teeth color  describe the 

g s e g , color pin , red, or white  condition not swollen swollen  not 
bleeding bleeding

o hec  the ani al s o th for any odors  f there is an odor present, describe it 
e g , so r  sweet  s y

o f possible, chec  beneath the tong e for foreign ob ects e g , string  stic s
• in oat

o escribe the appearance of the s in coat e g , s ooth  shiny  d ll  chec  for 
signs of irritation or in ry e g , sores  scratches  c ts

o oo  for areas where there ay be bald patches
o xa ine for external parasites
o ote any b ps or growths

• eet egs ings
o hec  legs and feet for foreign ob ects or swelling
o ote length and appearance of nails hooves e g , shiny  s ooth  ro gh  dry  

crac ed  bro en
o hec  bird wings for position and sy etry i e , if wings are the sa e shape  

if ove ent of the wings is the sa e on the left side as the right
• ail

o bserve position e g , pright  downward  at against body  and ove ent
wag  sway , both of which can give indications of an ani al s health e g , a 

bro en tail ay be li p  or ental state e g , level of alertness  state of 
aggression

• ood nta e
o antity how ch  note changes
o re ency how often  note changes

• xcre ent
o tool

Ø ote fre ency how often
Ø bserve si e of stool e g , ore or less than nor al
Ø bserve consistency e g , solid  soft  loose  watery
Ø bserve the odor e g , fo l s elling
Ø bserve the color
Ø ther e g , blood in stool  parasites s ch as wor s  ndigested food

• nviron ent
o hec  the space where the ani al is ho sed for any ha ards that co ld ca se 

an in ry, s ch as loose boards, sharp wires, etc
o ote the te perat re of the environ ent and a e s re it is appropriate for 

the ani al  ote if shade or protection fro  wind rain snow is available to the 
ani al s

o ote the condition of the environ ent with respect to biosec rity ris s s ch as 
standing water, waste, dirty bedding, etc  a e s re that clean and fresh food 
and water are available to each ani al

t is i portant to perfor  nose to tail  health chec s on a reg lar basis  aintaining p to date 
and acc rate health records can help provide a veterinarian with val able infor ation ervices 
n d

Background (continued)
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• Head: Keeping records, planning/organizing, critical thinking, problem solving, and decision
making

• Heart: Communication, concern for others, and empathy
• Hands: Teamwork and self-motivation
• Health: Disease prevention, self-responsibility, and character

Life Skills

Patterns
• Observed patterns in nature guide organization and classification and prompt questions 

about relationships and causes underlying them.
Cause and Effect: Mechanism and Prediction

• Events have causes, sometimes simple, sometimes multifaceted. Deciphering causal
relationships, and the mechanisms by which they are mediated, is a major activity of
science and engineering.

Next Generation Science Standards: 

Cross-Cutting Concepts

• a : Displaying signs of discomfort or nervousness.

• a a : The set of normal behavior patterns that have been observed for the
animal.

• : Conditions that may increase the probability of disease transmission.

• : Body condition describes the relative fatness of an animal and generally
ranges from emaciated to obese.

• a a a : Parasites that may be found on the hair, skin, and in the nasal and ear
passages.

• a : How an animal walks or runs. Attention should be paid to note stiffness in joints,
favoring of one limb over another, or limping.

• a : Information on an animal’s health that is collected systematically and
organized chronologically.

• a : Lack of energy; sleepiness.

• a a : A method that animal owners can follow to collect animal
health information.

• : Equivalence in the two halves of an animal’s body when an imaginary line is
drawn from top to bottom along the spine.

• a : A substance that protects against a particular disease (e.g., rabies vaccine).
Vaccines are typically injected into a human or animal.

Concepts/Vocabulary
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Activity2.1
Getting Ready

• Make suffi cient copies of Appendices for
participants.

• Subdivide the large group into pairs or
small groups of three or four.

• Provide each group with fl ip chart paper and
writing utensils.

Opening Questions/

Prompts

escribe so e ways that yo r parents help
a e s re yo  re ain healthy  Ask youth to

write down their thoughts and ideas on the
flip chart paper provided.

escribe what yo r doctor does when yo
go for a ro tine health chec p  Ask youth
to write down their thoughts and ideas on
the flip chart paper provided.

s a careta er of an ani al, describe so e
ways that yo  help a e s re yo r ani al re ains healthy  s  yo th to write down their
tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper provided

escribe what yo r veterinarian does when yo  ta e yo r ani al in for a ro tine health
chec p  s  yo th to write down their tho ghts and ideas on the ip chart paper
provided

Procedure (Experience) I

tep  reating a ealth hec list
ssign each pair s all gro p one ani al species fro  those in the ppendices horse, cat,

coc atoo, dog, and goat  and provide each pair gro p with a ealth hec list e plate
ppendix 

xplain to the yo th that they will be the careta ers of these ani als and that one of their
responsibilities as careta ers will be to perfor  ro tine health chec s

he yo ths  first tas  is to create a health chec list sing the provided te plate so that
they can a e observations and eep a written record of those observations  he pairs
s all gro ps will wor  together to fill in the ealth hec list e plate with all of the
things that they thin  will be i portant to observe and record on a daily basis   he
observation categories can relate to the physical condition, behavior, or anything else they
believe to be i portant, b t the categories sho ld be specific   or instance, when they
incl de any physical observation categories, they sho ld specify both the part of the body
being observed and what they are specifically observing

nce the pairs s all gro ps have co pleted their health chec lists, disc ss their ideas as
a gro p

a a  odifications of the health chec lists at this point are enco raged  haring 
ideas between pairs s all gro ps is an excellent way for yo th to learn fro  each other

tep  esting the ealth hec list
1. Provide each pair/small group with the scenario (Appendix A, B, C, D, or E) that corresponds

with the animal species they were assigned in Step 1.
2. The youth should read the scenarios one day at a time. Using the health checklists they

developed in Step 1 ask them to develop daily records.
3. At the end of Step 2, each pair/small group should have completed three separate health

care checklists, one for each day.

Suggested Groupings
• pairs or small groups of three or four

Time Required
• approximately 90 minutes

Materials Needed
• flip chart paper; one piece per pair/

small group
• writing utensils
• *one copy of Appendix A, B, C, D, or E

perpair/small group
• *Health Checklist Template (Appendix

F); three copies per pair/small group.
• *Health Assessment Checklist

(Appendix G); three copies per pair/
small group

• *Disease Key (Appendix H)
* Materials provided in curriculum

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 2.1:

Health Checklist
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Activity2.1
Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing I

Have the pairs/small groups share their scenarios and the observations they made using 
the health checklists they created. Ask them to look for similarities and differences between 
the observations and scenarios. Follow the lines of thinking developed through the general 
thoughts, observations, and questions raised by the youth. If necessary, use more targeted 
questions/prompts such as the following:

• Explain how the health checklists you created helped you assess the animal’s health 
depicted in your scenario. Ask the youth to record their thoughts and ideas on the flip 
chart paper provided.

• After reviewing the scenario and using your health checklist, explain how, if at all, you 
might consider revising your health checklist. Ask the youth to record their thoughts and 
ideas on the flip  chart paper provided.
a a s  the yo th to share and co pare their health chec lists to get ideas 

for i prove ents they co ld a e

Procedure (Experience) II

Provide each pair/small group with three copies of the Health Assessment Checklist provided
in Appendix G.
Ask the youth to repeat the procedure they followed previously–reviewing their scenarios
one day at a time–using this Health Assessment Checklist.
As before, each pair/small group should complete three separate health care checklists, one
for each day.

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing II

Have the pairs/small groups share their scenarios and the observations they made using the 
Health Assessment Checklist provided. Ask them to look for similarities and differences between 
the observations and scenarios. Follow the lines of thinking developed through the general 
thoughts, observations, and questions raised by the youth. If necessary, use more targeted 
questions such as the following:

• Explain how the health checklists you created were similar to or different from the Health
Assessment Checklist provided. Ask the youth to record their thoughts and ideas on the
fl ip chart paper provided.

• After reviewing the scenario and using the Health Assessment Checklist provided,
explain how, if at all, it provided other insights into the animal’s health and well-being.
Ask the youth to record their thoughts and ideas on the fl ip chart paper provided.
Facilitator Tip: It is appropriate at this point to provide the youth with the diseases
associated with each of the scenarios. The goal, however, is not to have the youth
memorize the symptoms of the different diseases; rather, it is important that the youth
recognize how using health checks and recording information is important in recognizing
signs and symptoms of different diseases.

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

t this point, it is i portant to ens re that the ter s concepts a a a a
a a a a a a a

a and a  have been introd ced or discovered by the yo th  
 he goal is to have the yo th discover ter s and concepts thro gh their own 

exploration

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 2.1:

Health Checklist
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Activity2.2
In the application activity, youth will have the 
opportunity to evaluate the health of animals 
under their care over a -week period. They will 
be asked to record observations about their 
animal every other day. Later as a large group, 
the youth will share the results and discuss 
any potential health issues they might have 
discovered with the animals.

Getting Ready

Each individual is expected to observe their 
animal for 2 weeks, one time every other day.  
Assemble an animal record packet for each 
youth, which consists of one Animal History 
sheet (Appendix I), a Baseline Record sheet 
(Appendix J), seven copies of the daily Health 
Assessment sheet (Appendix K)(one for each 
day of observation), and the Observation Report 
sheets (Appendix L).

Opening Questions/

Prompts

1. Explain why it is useful to have background
information on an animal. Ask youth to
write down their thoughts and ideas on the fl ip chart paper provided.

2. Explain what you notice about the behavior and/or physical characteristics of animals that
do not feel well. Ask youth to write down their thoughts and ideas on the fl ip chart paper
provided.

3. Describe how you might know it is time for an animal to see a veterinarian. Ask youth to
write down their thoughts and ideas on the fl ip chart paper provided.

4. Explain why a veterinarian would fi nd a journal of the observations of an animal’s behavior
and physical characteristics useful. Ask youth to write down their thoughts and ideas on the
fl ip chart paper provided.

Suggested Grouping
• individual

Time Required
• approximately 15 minutes every other

day for  weeks

Materials Needed for Each Youth
• flip chart paper
• *Animal Record packet

o Animal History sheet (Appendix I)
o Baseline Record sheet (Appendix

J)
o even copies of the Health

Assessment (Appendix K)
o Observation Report sheets

(Appendix L)
• writing tool (pencil, pen, etc.)
• disinfectant (for cleaning hands)
• painter’s mask (recommended if youth

have any sensitivities or allergies)
• latex (disposable) gloves
* aterials provided in curriculum

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 2..2:

“Nose-to-Tail” Health Checks

of My Animal
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Activity2.2
Procedure (Experience)

1. rovide each individ al with an ani al health o rnal pac et that incl des an ni al istory 
sheet, a aseline ecord, one ealth ssess ent sheet for each day of observation, and the 

bservation eport sheets
2. xplain to the gro p that they are to co plete the ni al istory sheet and aseline ecord 

on the first day of this assign ent
3. ndivid als will fill o t the ealth ssess ent every other day for a two wee  period  f 

individ als have ore than one ani al, they are to choose one for observation
4. s  the yo th to co plete the bservation eport sheets by s ari ing any observations, 

changes and concl sions based on their  wee s of observation  nco rage yo th
to doc ent any n s al findings with photographs and then attach the  to their final 
doc ents

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

ave each yo th share their report with the gro p  fter each yo th has presented, co e 
together as a gro p to disc ss the yo ths  finding fro  their  wee s of observations  ollow 
the lines of thin ing developed thro gh the general tho ghts, observations, and estions 
raised by the yo th  f necessary, se ore targeted estions pro pts to get to partic lar 
points, s ch as

• xplain the benefits of eeping a health o rnal  isc ss so e challenges yo  ay have 
enco ntered  Ask youth to write down their thoughts and ideas on the flipchart paper 
provided.

• xplain any changes with yo r ani al s health d ring the last  wee s  Ask youth to write 
down their thoughts and ideas on the flipchart paper provided.

• escribe any possible health concerns that yo  fo nd while observing yo r ani al   ow 
did yo  address these concerns  Ask youth to write down their thoughts and ideas on the 
flipchart paper provided.

• o pare yo r res lts to the res lts of the other yo th  isc ss si ilarities and or 
differences   ere there any trends with health concerns of the ani al  Ask youth to 
write down their thoughts and ideas on the flipchart paper provided.

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 2.2:

“Nose-to-Tail” Health Checks

of My Animal
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erican ni al ospital ssociation    website, https www aahanet org  
e bership bo t aspx

axter, , and  ieber an  n d  eather pic ing in parrots   avis eterinary edicine website, 
https www vet ed cdavis ed sites g files dgvns files  inline files eather

 pic ing in irds pdf

lar ,   og owners  g ide to alifornia foxtails  al oly o ona website, https www cpp ed
cclar dogs foxtails ht l

oyal eterinary ollege   olic   website, http www rvc ac pecialities olic

olo on,   he scoop on yo r pet s poop  ff ost website, http www h ffingtonpost co
donna solo on dv pet poop b ht l

ssociation of vian eterinarians   ird ealth xa   website, http www  aav org
reso rces content health xa

alalana,   hat is colic  niversity of iverpool website, http www liv ac e ine co on
 conditions colic what is colic

y orse niversity   ine colic  a ses, sy pto s, treat ent and revention  y orse 
niversity website, https www yhorse niversity co single post ine olic
a ses y pto s reat ent and revention

icholas,   reventative vet  reventative et website, https www preventivevet co dogs why
 yo sho ld watch yo r dog pee

livares,   n d  dentifying ringwor  sy pto s in cats  at ealth ide website, http www cat
 health g ide org ringwor sy pto s in cats ht l

erican ni al ospital ssociation  et care  ealthy et website, http www healthypet co
et are et are rticle aspx title ellness xa s

et  n d  hat sho ld y dog s poop loo  li e  et  website, https www pet d co dog care
how sho ld y dogs poop loo

rogra ,    oret shelter edicine progra   avis eterinary edicine website, http
www shelter edicine co shelter health portal infor ation sheets  perfor ing a  physical

 exa on a shelter ani al

 n d  ingwor  erican ociety for the revention of r elty to ni als  website, 
http www aspca org pet care cat care ringwor aspx

ervices,   n d  ral area veterinary services  ane ociety eterinary edical ssociation 
website, http www r ralareavet org hysical xa ination pdf

 avis oret helter edicine rogra   erfor ing a physical exa  on a shelter ani al  helter 
edicine website, https www shelter edicine co library reso rces r perfor ing a physical

 exa on a shelter ani al

 avis chool of eterinary edicine   oxtails pose serio s health ris s to ani als   avis 
eterinary edicine website, https www vet ed cdavis ed news foxtails pose serio s  health

 ris s ani als
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ActivityA
Species: Horse
Name: Ranger
Age: 3 years

a
anger was in a good ood today  he loo ed happy  e was groo ed a few days ago so his 

coat is shiny and soft  e really en oys being groo ed, so  too  his br sh and br shed his 
l scio s ane ntil he started oving aro nd clearly as ing e to ta e hi  o t for a ride

 too  anger o t for a ride and he really see ed to en oy it  e was galloping nor ally  
his legs are sc lar and strong  t he ept c rling his pper lip   fo nd this a little strange so 
 too  hi  bac  to the barn and offered hi  so e water b t he didn t want any  hile  was 
offering hi  water  too  a loo  at his chocolate brown eyes that were spar ling with oy   pet 
his head right between his eyes and above his nostrils and he really li ed it so he started to 
wiggle his ears  

 wal ed into his stall and  stepped right into a freshly ade piece of stool  o top it all 
off, anger decided he needed to rinate right at that second  y boots ca e o t loo ing li e a 
big ess  t s good to now his bowel ove ents are f nctional

is water container was a bit low on water, so  filled it p  ince  was doing that 
already,  ended p bringing hi  ore food  e is a big boy and he loves his food  before  new 
it he was eating the feed as  po red it o t  

a
 went to visit anger today   hen  first saw hi  he was pawing at the gro nd  ve never seen 
hi  do this before so  chec ed the gro nd to see if he was trying to ill so e type of b g b t 
there was nothing there   also chec ed his legs b t they were pl p and strong   filled his 
water container since the water was nearly all gone and  also bro ght hi  ore food, which he 

ic ly started eating   started to pet hi  right above his nose b t he see ed antsy  is nose 
see ed fine b t he started to c rl his lip again  

 too  hi  o t for a ride, to see if aybe he needed to release so e energy  hile 
we were o t he see ed a little restless  nstead of finishing o r s al loop  too  hi  bac  to the 
stables and  let hi  rest  e started t rning his head toward his abdo en  his was a bit 
alar ing so  chec ed his p lse, which was abo t  beats per in te  or ally his p lse is at 
abo t  beats per in te  e loo ed at e with his bea tif l clear eyes and propped p his 
ears  e s ally wants to be groo ed when he does this

 tried br shing his ane, since groo ing s ally cal s hi  down b t it didn t  oping 
that he wo ld feel better the next orning  gave hi  so e space and ic ly wal ed into his 
stable to clean p all of the lovely droppings prod ced by his bodily f nctions   left hi  and 
ret rned right aro nd the ti e he s ally falls asleep and of co rse when  got there he was 
already snoring

a
he first thing  did this orning was chec  on anger  e didn t loo  too well and he see ed a 

little depressed   didn t now what was bothering hi  so  caref lly chec ed his ears for 
anything n s al b t didn t find anything  is eyes were st as bea tif l as always

hile  was getting hi  ore water, he laid down and got bac  p again at least three 
ti es  inally, he laid down and stayed on his side for a while  ring this little episode he 
c rled his lip rando ly   tried to get hi  to stand p so that we co ld go for a ride b t he 
ref sed to  

 resorted to groo ing hi , thin ing aybe that wo ld p t hi  in a better ood   
br shed his ane and he loo ed great   also rinsed his body a bit with water st in case he was 
feeling a bit hot   

e then started rolling  eca se he was in his stable he got stool and rine all over 
hi self   o ch for groo ing hi  e ept loo ing at his abdo en st li e the day before

 chec ed his p lse once he stopped and again it was aro nd  beats per in te   
bro ght hi  ore food b t he didn t start to chow down   ept a close eye on hi  for the rest of 
the day b t  was s re to give hi  personal space

APPENDIX A
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ActivityB
at

a  tarla
  wee s

a
 was wal ing ho e fro  school today and as  t rned onto y street  began to hear eowing  
 loo ed p at the tree above e and saw a baby itten crying o t for help  he baby itten was 
so afraid b t gratef l to be resc ed  t was love at first sight   na ed her tarla   too  her ho e 
and set p a little area for her with itten food and water  he went straight for the food b t was 
napping shortly after  hile she was sleeping  too  a pee  at her ears witho t wa ing her and 
noticed a s all a o nt of blac  wax   tarla loo ed so peacef l lying there, she even rolled onto 
her bac  and p t her legs in the air  his gave e a good chance to exa ine her closer   
re e bered her scratching at her nec  so  decided to loo  for any signs of eas  c ily,  was 

nable to find any eas and the hair on the nec  area was shorter  hile petting and loo ing for 
eas, tarla wo e p abr ptly d e to a snee e  only clear discharge co ld be seen  n between 

blin s,  noticed a lac  of eye boogers  he yawned and fell bac  to sleep shortly after, her teeth 
were so tiny   began to pet her little paws b t noticed her nails were sharp

fter an ho r, tarla wo e p and was very playf l  he started po ncing aro nd and 
pic ing p the feather toy in her o th and ran aro nd li e a wild child  hile she was 
po ncing her tail was ffed and st c  straight p into the air  ccasionally she wo ld be 
r nning and po ncing so fast she wo ld roll   thin  she had to ta e a brea  tarla ran over to 
the water bowl and too  a few laps before she was off again to explore

ater that evening,  loo ed at her litter box and noticed there was a wet spot rine  in 
the litter b t no stool was detected  hile  freshened the litter box, tarla ca e over to see 
what  was doing  a c rio s little thing she is  t was getting late so  p t her to bed and t rned 
o t the lights

a
he s n was pee ing in thro gh the c rtains and y first tho ght was tarla   ran 

to chec  on her, and she st have heard e co ing beca se she was waiting for e when 
 got there  he was eowing at e before  even t rned the corner  tarla was settling in 

st fine b t  noticed her hair loo ed neven in so e places  he tip of her tail was bald, too  
 didn t notice that when  fo nd her   didn t now what to thin  abo t the patchiness b t  
started loo ing her over for other signs   chec ed for eas again b t co ldn t find any   began 
inspecting the patchy hair and tail and noticed that there were a lot of cr sts and the hairs 
loo ed li e they were bro en off  hose cr sts were not present on y previo s loo  over

 watched her play for a few in tes  he was ping aro nd and didn t iss once  
an, she has sp n   glanced over at her litter box and saw another wet spot b t this ti e 

there was so e stool  t had for  b t was loose   freshened p the litter box and played with 
her so e ore   glanced at her ears and saw the sa e blac  wax again  he didn t have 
anything co ing o t of her eyes or nose   tarla wiggled aro nd trying to get loose of y hold 
on her  he is a feisty little thing  hile she was wiggling aro nd in y hands she started to 
yowl and that gave e a chance to loo  into her o th   didn t see any string or feathers in her 

o th  nce she was free she ran circles aro nd e
fter b rning all that energy she wal ed over to her food and water bowl and loo ed li e 

she was at a b ffet  he ate ntil her t y was f ll and chased it down with so e water  
tarla  after this  er day was eventf l to say the least
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ActivityB
a

 chec ed on tarla today and she see s to be scratching herself on the nec  where the patches 
are  his really ade e worried and she see ed to be getting worse   noticed that she was 
still eating and drin ing fine b t was really, really itchy  ther than scratching at herself, tarla 
was playf l and alert   got a new laser pointer and she went bon ers over it  t loo ed li e she 
co ld cli b the walls chasing it

tarla didn t see  to be slowing down even tho gh she was chasing the laser aro nd 
for a while   had to p t it away so she wo ld cal  down a little

 started teaching her how to co e on co and  he ac nowledged that if she 
responded she received a treat  tarla is so attentive  fter saying tarla  her ears wo ld per  

p and she wo ld tilt her head and loo  at e  t too  her a few ti es b t she was catching on 
fast   co anded tarla to co e so that  co ld loo  her over  he loo ed at e with wide clear 
eyes and gripped y hands with her sharp nails   oved her fro  hand to hand to confir  the 
sa e blac  wax in her ears

tarla was ic ing her tail and  fig red she was pset and had had eno gh  efore 
p tting her bac  down,  t rned her aro nd to loo  at her tail and noticed ore hair was 

issing   loo ed at her nec  and the hair that had appeared bro en was now issing  
efore p tting her away  chec ed the litter box and noticed two wet spots and a s all 

a o nt of stool that was for ed and loo ed ore solid than before

APPENDIX B (continued)
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ActivityC
a oc atoo

a a y 
 onths

a
oday  got a new coc atoo fro  the pet store, who  decided to na e a y   hen  got 

ho e,  i ediately set p his cage with plenty of space, water, and food, as well as a few 
branches for a y to sit on   hen  first p t a y in his new cage, he ttered aro nd 
excitedly   e started ping fro  branch to branch, investigating his new ho e    fter a 
while, a y started to slow down, and after a few ore in tes, a y stopped oving 
aro nd co pletely   or the next few ho rs, a y sat on a branch, loo ing aro nd the roo   

very once in a while, he wo ld drin  water and eat so e of the seed that  p t in his food 
container   hen  chec ed on a y again a few ho rs later,  noticed that ost of his food 
was gone, and his feces in the botto  of the cage were solid   

hen  ret rned to a y s cage to t rn o t the lights and p t a sheet over his cage,  
fo nd hi  hopping fro  branch to branch again   efore saying goodnight to a y,  noticed 
a few of his feathers had fallen to the botto  of the cage   eather loss is nor al b t  decided to 
give the rest of his body a ic  chec , st to be safe   is eyes were clear and there were no 
signs of sores or swelling on his body    p t a y bac  in his cage for the night and refilled 
his water bowl with fresh water    draped the sheet over his cage, said good night, and t rned 
o t the lights   

a
a y has been hopping aro nd on his branches a lot lately   e really li es to explore his cage 

and y aro nd y roo  when  let hi  o t   his orning when  went to chec  a y s cage, 
all of his seeds and water were gone    refilled the containers of food and water and too  hi  
o t of his cage to get so e exercise   fter  too  a y o t,  decided to clean his cage   hen 
 reached into the botto  of the cage to replace his newspaper,  noticed that there were a lot 

ore feathers than s al   hen a y finally ca e bac  to e after ying aro nd the roo  
for a bit,  exa ined his s in and feathers   is s in loo ed fine and healthy, b t  noticed that his 
feathers loo ed neven and li e they had been chewed    loo ed ore closely for any external 
parasites or irritants that wo ld a e a y chew his feathers, b t  didn t find anything    
decided to p t a y bac  in his cage and chec  on hi  later   

hen  chec ed on a y a few ho rs later, he was drin ing water and nibbling at his 
food   fter finishing his eal, a y hopped down to the botto  perch and started going to 
the bathroo   is feces and rine both loo ed nor al   fter going to the bathroo , a y 
stayed on the sa e branch, loo ing aro nd the roo  for the rest of the night   hen it was ti e 
for bed,  placed a sheet over his cage and t rned o t the lights so that he co ld go to sleep   

a
oday when  wo e p,  i ediately went into the roo  with a y s cage to feed hi  

brea fast    refilled his food container with plenty of seeds and switched o t his old water with 
new, fresh water   a y ate ost of his food and dran  al ost all of his water before going 
bac  to hopping fro  perch to perch   s  watched a y happily hop fro  branch to branch, 
 noticed the incredible n ber of feathers that had collected in the botto  of the cage since 
yesterday    chec ed a y s s in and feathers li e  did last wee , b t this ti e, his s in 
loo ed very da aged   is s in loo ed li e he had been chewing on it a lot, and he appeared to 
be issing a lot of feathers   chec ed a y for b gs or irritants, b t  still co ldn t find 
anything    let a y y aro nd the roo  for so e exercise and  cleaned o t the feathers in 
his cage   fter cleaning,  p t a y bac  in his cage and tal ed to hi  for an ho r or so    
sang to hi  and ade f nny voices for hi   he whole ti e that  was with a y, he did not 
pic  at his feathers or s in    left a y to go do y ho ewor , and when  ca e bac ,  fo nd 
even ore feathers in the botto  of a y s cage    don t now what is wrong with a y, 
b t  hope he gets better soon   
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ActivityD
og 

a averic
  wee s

a
 a  so excited  oday we adopted a p ppy fro  the po nd  e is a  wee  old iberian h s y  

e na ed hi  averic  efore we bro ght hi  ho e, addy and  too  a good loo  at hi   
is eyes, nose and ears were all clear, and his teeth were sharp b t not f lly grown in   is f r 

was thin b t addy said that this is st beca se he is a p ppy   e chec ed his legs and tail and 
we didn t find any sores or swelling  nce we were ho e  too  hi  straight to the bac yard to 
play  e is f ll of energy and loves playing t g of war with his rope toy  very once in a while, 

averic  wo ld ta e a brea  fro  playing and get a drin  of water   e wo ld r n over to his 
water bowl by the bac  door, drin  a little bit and r n right bac  over to e to eep playing   e 

st have played with his rope toy for at least an ho r  
fter we played for a while,  too  averic  inside and  gave hi  so e water and food  

e ate and dran  ost of it before wal ing over to his new bed and falling asleep  e slept for 
al ost  ho rs before wa ing p and going o tside to go to the bathroo  is feces were 
s elly b t easy to clean p since they were solid  e also rinated before wal ing bac  inside to 
go to sleep for the night    refilled his water bowl, said goodnight to averic , and t rned o t 
the light   

Day 6

 have had averic  for al ost a whole wee  now  e is s ch a good p ppy b t the past few 
days have been hard   have been perfor ing reg lar chec s of averic  and  have fo nd that 
his eyes, ears and o th are all clear and loo  healthy  e got a s all scratch on his nose fro  
the cat b t it has been healing well  is legs and tail are strong and they do not have any sore  
or other proble s, b t it loo s li e he is getting s innier  ver the past few days, he has started 
eating less and less, and when  fed hi  yesterday he only ate abo t half of his food and only 
dran  a few laps of water   

ately he hasn t wanted to play as ch either   e spends ost of his ti e lying on his 
bed sleeping    too  hi  o tside to play with his favorite rope toy today b t all he wanted to do 
was lie down in the grass    tried to play fetch with hi  b t after a while  gave p and left hi  
to rest o tside   hen  ca e bac  o tside later,  fo nd a pile of diarrhea on the grass instead of 
a solid pile of feces   he feces were still a nor al color, b t they were ch harder to clean p 
than his nor al, solid feces   

hen  fed averic  today, he ate less than half of the food that  gave hi   bo t an 
ho r after feeding hi ,  fo nd a pile of vo it on the itchen oor    cleaned p the ess and 
led averic  bac  to his bed    hope averic  feels better to orrow   

a
 a  really starting to worry abo t averic  oday when  tried to play with hi , he wo ldn t 
even get p off of his dog bed    bro ght his food and water bowl over to his bed, hoping that 
he wo ld eat or drin , b t he ignored e and went bac  to sleep   hen he wo e p again,  
chec ed his face and body for any signs of health iss es   is eyes, ears, o th and f r were 
co pletely nor al, b t his nose was very dry and his legs were very wea   sat down next to 

averic  and started to r b his belly to a e hi  feel better, and  noticed that he was 
extre ely s inny    contin ed to r b his belly ntil he fell asleep again   

fter he wo e p again,  was excited to find averic  eating a few bites of food and 
drin ing water   owever, after he ate, averic  vo ited p the food that he had cons ed and 
slowly oved towards the bac  door   hen he got o tside, he vo ited one ore ti e and 
went to the bathroo  on the patio   is feces were co pletely r nny, so  grabbed the hose to 
clean off the patio  ight before  started to clean,  noticed that averic s feces were red in 
color and contained blood   fter hosing off the patio,  went bac  inside and fo nd averic  
asleep on his bed    changed the water in his water bowl and sat down by averic s bed for a 
while in case he needed anything
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ActivityE
oat 

a ot
  years

a
hen  wo e p today,  went o tside to feed ot, who  have now had for  years   

 fi lled her food and water containers and she ic ly ate all of the food that  gave her  fter 
brea fast,  too  ot o t of her pen to get so e exercise   hile she was o t of her pen,  noticed 
that ot was pacing a lot and was stopping to rinate fre ently   gave her a ic  chec , and 
her eyes, nose, ears, o th and f r were all nor al   

fter a co ple of ho rs or so  led ot bac  to her pen   he i ediately wal ed over to 
her water container and dran  ost of her water  hile  was refilling ot s water,  watched ot 
trot happily aro nd her pen, waiting for e to feed her dinner  hen  started to fill ot s food 
container, she wal ed right over and started eating i ediately  fter eating her dinner, she 
dran  a lot of her water, wal ed over to a corner and laid down   

hen  ca e bac  o tside to say goodnight to ot a few ho rs later, she was standing 
p again and was pacing aro nd her pen again   he alternated between lying down and 

standing p as well    said goodnight to ot and went bac  inside   hen  chec ed on her an 
ho r later, she was still awa e and restless   y the ti e  ca e o tside to chec  on her again an 
ho r later, she was asleep   

a
his orning  wo e p and i ediately went o tside to feed ot  hen  got to her pen,  

fo nd her lying down, a ing strange noises   chec ed her eyes, nose, ears, o th and f r 
again, b t everything still see s nor al   started to fill her food and water containers, hoping 
that the food wo ld a e ot feel better  hen she stood p to wal  over to her food and water, 
 noticed that she was still rinating a lot  owever, today her rine s elled strange    finished 
filling ot s food and went bac  inside for a while   

ater, when  ca e o tside to chec  on ot again,  noticed that she was pacing and 
rinating a lot still  hen  approached ot to pet her and chec  on her, she see ed agitated 

and d c ed away fro  e   or the rest of the day, ot alternated between pacing aro nd her 
pen trying to rinate and lying down trying to sleep   hile she was lying down, ot contin ed 
to a e a lot of noise  

hen  fed ot dinner today, she ate ost of her food   he also dran  ost of her 
water, and when  refilled her container, she contin ed to drin  even ore water   fter 
abandoning her food, ot started pacing aro nd her pen again   vent ally, she lay down in a 
corner and tried to go to sleep   

a
his orning when  went o tside to chec  on ot,  fo nd her pacing aro nd her pen, 

atte pting to rinate    filled her food and water containers for brea fast, b t ot was not very 
interested in her food   he dran  a lot of her water, and then contin ed pacing aro nd her pen   

he contin ed to rinate, and noticed the sa e odd rine odor that  noted yesterday    gave 
ot a ic  chec  and observed that her eyes had gla ed over b t her nose, ears, o th, and f r 

all loo ed nor al   
fter exa ining ot,  refilled her water container so that she wo ld not get dehydrated  

 watched ot wal  over to drin  her water and  observed that she loo ed very nco fortable 
and strained  nce ore, she ignored her food and dran  a lot of water before pacing aro nd 
her pen so e ore   ot s constant pacing ic ly exha sted her, so she lied down in a corner, 
and started a ing a lot of noise   he noises she was a ing were si ilar to the noises fro  
yesterday, b t were ch lo der  ot contin ed to pace, rinate, and rest for the re ainder of 
the night before finally falling asleep ch later then she nor ally does
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ActivityF
ealth chec list  te plate

Animal’s name: Day #:

Physical observations

Behavioral observations

Other observations
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ActivityG
Health Assessment Checklist: Day ___

 Date: Time: 

Physical

Eyes (condition):
[  ] cloudy [  ] dull[  ] clear 

Extra notes: 

Eyes (discharge):
[  ] clear [  ]color:____________________________[  ] none 

Consistency: 
Extra notes:

Nose (condition):
[  ] runny[  ] clear 

Extra notes: 

Nose (discharge):
[  ] clear [  ] color: _________________________[  ] none 

Consistency: 
Extra notes:

Mouth/oral cavity (teeth color):
 [  ] yellow          [  ] brown [  ] other: [  ] white 

Extra notes: 

Mouth/oral cavity (gum condition):
[  ] swollen           [  ] not swollen    [  ] bleeding        [  ] not bleeding  Condition:     

[  ] odor        
Extra notes:

Mouth/oral cavity (gum color):
[  ] pink [  ] red [  ] whiteColor: Extra 

notes:

Ears (odor):
[  ] strong odor [  ] weak odor
[  ] sour odor

[  ] no odor
[  ] sweet odor 
Extra notes:
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ActivityG
Ears (Condition)(Check all that apply):
[  ] clear                         [  ] wax buildup             [  ] discharge: ________________
[  ] external parasites: _____________________  [  ] foreign objects: ________________
Extra Notes:

Coat condition:
[  ] shiny [  ] dull
[  ] matted [  ] external parasites observed

[  ] smooth
[  ] patchy
[  ] no problems observed 
Extra notes:

Skin condition (Check all that apply):
[  ] scratches       [  ] cuts                          [  ] bumps
[  ] injuries          [  ] external parasites   [  ] no problems observed

[  ] sores
[  ]irritations        
Extra notes:

Feet/hooves/talons ( ymmetry):
[  ] one side is different than the other[  ] equal on both sides          

Extra notes:

Nails (Check all that apply):
Length:________
Appearance:    [  ] sharp         [  ] dull [  ] bleeding             [  ] shiny   

[  ] smooth [  ] rough            [  ] dry [  ]cracked
[  ] broken

          Extra notes:  

Feet/legs/wings (Condition):
[  ] swelling [  ] injuries            [  ] foreign objects 

Extra notes:

Tail ( osition):
[  ] partially upright        [  ] limp         [  ] fl at against body      [  ] completely upright       

Extra notes:

Tail (Movement):
[  ] sway [  ] no movement[  ] wag 

Extra notes: 
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ActivityG
Behavior

Socialization with people:
[  ] approaches/friendly with people            [  ] approaches/aggressive with people
[  ] approaches/acts cautious with people   [  ] avoids people altogether 
Extra notes: 

Socialization with other animals:
[  ] approaches/friendly with other animals
[  ] approaches/aggressive with other animals 
[  ] approaches/cautious with other animals 
[  ] avoids other animals altogether
Extra notes: 

Movement (Check all that apply):
[  ] edium energy            [  ] high energy            [  ] calm [  ] lethargic          

[  ] agitated 
Extra notes:

Vocalization frequency:
[  ] sometimes           [  ] never[  ] frequent            

Extra notes:

Type of food offered

Type of food offered:

Quantity of food consumed:

Frequency of feeding:

Waste

Solid:
[  ] 1 [  ] 2 [   ] 3+
[  ] solid            [  ] loose [  ] watery

[  ] blood           [  ] parasites         [   ] food    [   ] other

Times per day:      
Consistency:         
Size: 
Color: 
Presence of:      
Extra notes: 
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ActivityH
Colic 
Colic is a condition of the digestive syste  that causes abdominal pain in horses. There are 
many possible causes for colic, which include 

• diet that is too high in grain or too low in forage
• parasites (roundworm, tapeworm, bloodworm)
• oldy food
• abrupt change in feed
• not drinking enough water
• eating sand or dirt
• stress
• dental problems if the horse is not able to chew food properly

Signs of Colic

• pawing
• rolling
• bloating
• sweating
• distress
• agitation
• loss of interest in food and water

peculiar postures (sitting, stretching)

If you suspect your horse has colic, you should consult a veterinarian for diagnosis and 
treatment.

Prevention

• feed on a consistent schedule and with a consistent diet. Changes in diet should be
made gradually.

• ake sure that abundant amounts of clean water are available.
• check feed for mold and dust. Store in closed containers.
• perform regular dental exams.
• provide adequate exercise.
• follow a deworming program as recommended by a veterinarian.
• eep feed off the ground to avoid sand ingestion.
• ake sure horses have adequate forage (50 percent of the total diet).

References
Dulany, J. &  Hubert. Common Equine Parasites Involved in Colic. Equine Health 
Studies  Program, School of Veterinary Medicine, Louisiana State University.

Equine colic: causes, symptoms, treatment and prevention. My Horse University., http://www. 
myhorseuniversity.com/resources/eTips/January_2010/Didyouknow
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ActivityH
Ringworm:

Ringworm is an infection caused by a fungus that grows in the skin, hair, or nails. Ringworm 
is contagious. Cats may become infected either by direct contact with an infected animal or 
by exposure to a contaminated environment or object such as grooming tools, clippers, or 
bedding. Humans can also become infected through these same means.  

Signs of Ringworm:

• skin lesions that generally appear on the head, ears, and fore limbs
• flaky, bald patches
• patches of redness

If you suspect your cat has ringworm, you should consult a veterinarian for diagnosis and 
treatment.

Prevention:

• Bathe all pets in the household with a medicated rinse or shampoo.
• Wash the infected animals’ bedding and toys with a disinfectant that kills ringworm

spores.
• Discard items that are impossible to thoroughly disinfect (carpeted cat trees, etc.).
• Frequently vacuum to rid the house of infected hairs and skin cells.

References:
ASPCA  Pet Care. Ringworm , http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/cat-care/ringworm
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ActivityH
Feather Picking:

Feather picking is a common problem with birds that can be caused by both medical 
and behavioral reasons.  The causes of feather picking in birds include

• poor diet that lacks adequate nutrients
• exposure to toxins
• infections
• parasites
• lack of stimulation
• lack of sleep
• stress

Signs of feather picking:

• increased accumulation of feathers in the cage
• loss of feathers, especially on the breast and neck
• chewed or damaged feathers
• damaged skin

If you suspect your bird has been picking its feathers, you should consult a veterinarian for 
diagnosis and treatment.

Prevention:

• Provide your bird with a balanced diet consisting of pellets and a variety of fruits,
vegetables, and whole grains (seeds do not provide adequate nutrients and should only
be used for treats and training).

• Birds should get at least 1 12 hours of undisturbed sleep every night.
• Regularly bathe your bird without the use of soaps or shampoos.
• Give s fficient attention to your bird daily.
• Provide your bird with an adequate number of stimulating and challenging toys.

References: 
Feather-Picking in Parrots:  avis eterinary edicine, http://behavior.vetmed.ucdavis.edu/
local-assets/pdfs/Feather pickingin irds pdf_ 
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ActivityH
Parvovirus:

Canine parvovirus is a highly contagious viral disease. Parvovirus is extremely contagious and 
can be transmitted by any person, animal, or object that comes in contact with an infected 
dog’s feces.

Signs of Parvovirus:

• vomiting
• lethargy
• loss of appetite
• diarrhea

If you suspect your dog has parvovirus, you should consult a veterinarian for diagnosis and 
treatment.

Prevention:

The parvovirus vaccine is the best way to prevent an infection.  Consult with your veterinarian 
about the best vaccination schedule for your dog.

References:
ASPCA Pet Care. Parvovirus: , http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/dog-care/parvovirus
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ActivityH
Cystitis:

ystitis is an in a ation of the bladder, which occ rs when bacteria fro  the digestive 
tract enters the rinary tract

Signs of Cystitis:

• pacing
• restlessness
• agitation
• fre ent rination
• excessive thirst
• strange rine odor

If you suspect your goat has cystitis, you should consult a veterinarian for diagnosis and 
treatment.

Prevention:

• Make sure your goat has access to roughage (hay) every day.
• Make sure to provide abundant fresh water.
• Follow a deworming program as recommended by a veterinarian.

References:
Goat Urinary Tract Infection: http://www.ehow.com/about_5467614_goat-urinary-tract-infection. 

html
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ActivityI
Animal History Sheet

Owner’s Name:

Animal’s Name:

Animal’s Date of Birth/Age:

Species/Breed:

Sex (Check all that apply):  
[  ] Male                      [  ] Female                        [  ] Fixed                         [  ] Intact

Current Vaccinations:

Current Medications:

Allergies:

List all illnesses or injuries in the past 3 months:

How were the illnesses or injuries treated?
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ActivityI
ni al history sheet

wner s na e

ni al s na e

ni al s date of birth age

pecies breed

Sex (Check all that apply):  
   ale    fe ale [  ] fixed [  ] intact

Current vaccinations:

Current edications:

Allergies:

List all illnesses or injuries in the past 3 months:

How were the illnesses or injuries treated?
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ActivityJ
Baseline record

Date: Time:

Environmental records

Temperature of housing: Shelter:
[  ] outdoors 
[  ] ncovered

[  ] indoors 
[  ] covered 
Extra notes:

Frequency that environment is 
Cleaned:
[  ] 5 7 times per week 
[  ] 1 4 times per week
[  ] Less than 4 times per month 
Extra notes:

Availability of fresh water:
[  ] during meals 
[  ] during the day 
[  ] at night 
Extra Notes:

Feeding Routine (time of day, type of food, quantity of food):
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Extra notes:

Availability of nesting aterials/
nesting area:
[  ] 1 2 hours per day 
[  ] 3 5 hours per day 
[  ] 6+ hours per day 
Extra notes:

Type of enrichment aterials/availability 
(toys, climbing structures, etc.):
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Extra notes:

i e of exercise gra ing environ ent  pport nities for  ti e o tdoors exercising 
(walking, grazing, etc ):

[  ] 1 2 hours per day 
[  ] 3 5 hours per day 
[  ] 6+ hours per day Extra 
notes:
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ActivityJ
Size of sleeping environment: Bedding type/frequency of bedding change:

Other Animal #1

Age: Sex: Species:

Other Animal #2

Age: Sex: Species:

Other Animal #3

Age: Sex: Species:

Other Animal #4

Age: Sex: Species:

Behavioral records

Socialization with people:
[  ] approaches/interacts with people
           [  ] playful/friendly
           [  ] aggressive
[  ] approaches/acts cautious wit   
      people
[  ] avoids people altogether
Extra notes: 

Socialization with other animals:
[  ] approaches/interacts with animals
           [  ] playful/friendly
           [  ] aggressive
[  ] approaches/acts cautious with animals 
[  ] avoids animals altogether
Extra notes: 

Movement (Check all that apply):
[  ] lethargic
[  ] edium energy 
[  ] high energy
[  ] calm
[  ] agitated
Extra notes:

Vocalization frequency:
[  ] frequent 
[  ] sometimes 
[  ] never 
Extra notes:
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ActivityJ
Physical records

Body condition:
[  ] nderweight 
[  ] healthy weight 
[  ] overweight 
Extra notes:

Body symmetry:
[  ] both sides of body look the same 
[  ] one side is different than the other 
Extra notes:

Coat condition (check all that apply):
[  ] shiny
[  ] dull
[  ] patchy
[  ] atted
[  ] external parasites observed 
[  ] no problems observed
 Extra Notes:

Skin condition (check all that apply):
[  ] sores
[  ] scratches
[  ] cuts
[  ] bumps
[  ] irritations    
[  ] injuries     
[  ] no problems observed  
Extra Notes: 

Gait:
[  ] limping [  ] favoring one limb [  ] nable to walk[  ] normal 

Extra notes:

Routine care

Frequency of Bathing:
[   ] 5-7 times per week
[   ] 1-4 times per week
[   ] less than 4 times per month 
Extra Notes:

Frequency of Grooming:
[   ] 5-7 times per week
[   ] 1-4 times per week
[   ] less than 4 times per month 
Extra Notes:

Frequency of Nail/Hoof Trims:
[   ] 5-7 times per week
[   ] 1-4 times per week
[   ] less than 4 times per month 
Extra notes:

Frequency of Routine Vet Exams:
[   ] weekly
[   ] onthly
[   ] yearly
Extra notes:
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ActivityK
Day ___ Health asessment

 Date: Time: 

Physical

Eyes (Condition):
[  ] cloudy [  ] dull[  ] clear 

Extra notes: 

Eyes (Discharge):
[  ] clear [  ]color:____________________________[  ] none 

consistency: 
Extra notes:

Nose (Condition):
[  ] runny[  ] clear 

Extra notes: 

Nose (Discharge):
[  ] clear [  ] color: _________________________[  ] none 

consistency: 
Extra notes:

Mouth/oral cavity (teeth color):
 [  ] yellow          [  ] brown [  ] other: [  ] white 

Extra notes: 

Mouth/oral cavity (gum condition):
Condition:     [  ] swollen           [  ] not swollen    [  ] bleeding        [  ] not bleeding  
[  ] odor        
Extra Notes:

Mouth/oral cavity (gum color):
[  ] pink [  ] red [  ] whiteColor: Extra 

notes:

Ears (odor):
[  ] strong odor [  ] weak odor
[  ] sour odor

[  ] no odor
[  ] sweet odor 
Extra notes:
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ActivityK
Ears (condition)(Check all that apply):
[  ] clear                         [  ] wax buildup             [  ] discharge: ________________
[  ] external parasites: _____________________  [  ] foreign objects: ________________ 
Extra notes:

Coat condition:
[  ] shiny [  ] dull
[  ] matted [  ] external parasites observed

[  ] smooth
[  ] patchy
[  ] no problems observed 
Extra Notes:

Skin condition (Check all that apply):
[  ] scratches       [  ] cuts [  ] bumps
[  ] injuries          [  ] external parasites   [  ] no problems observed

[  ] sores
[  ] irritations        
Extra notes:

Feet/ ooves/Talons (Symmetry):
[  ] one side is different than the other[  ] equal on both sides          

Extra notes:

Nails (Check all that apply):
Length:________
Appearance:    [  ] sharp         [  ] dull [  ] bleeding             [  ] shiny   

[  ] smooth [  ] rough            [  ] dry [  ]cracked
[  ] broken

          Extra notes:  

Feet/Legs/Wings (Condition):
[  ] swelling [  ] injuries            [  ] foreign objects 

Extra notes:

Tail (Position):
[  ] partially upright        [  ] limp         [  ] fl at against body      [  ] completely upright       

Extra notes:

Tail (Movement):
[  ] sway [  ] no movement[  ] wag 

Extra notes: 
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ActivityK
Behavior

Socialization with people:
[  ] approaches/friendly with people             [  ] approaches/aggressive with people
[  ] approaches/acts cautious with people   [  ] avoids people altogether 
Extra notes: 

Socialization with Other Animals:
[  ] approaches/friendly with other animals
[  ] approaches/aggressive with other animals 
[  ] approaches/cautious with other animals 
[  ] avoids other animals altogether
Extra notes: 

Movement (Check all that apply):
[  ] edium energy            [  ] high energy            [  ] calm [  ] lethargic            

[  ] agitated extra 
Notes:

Vocalization frequency:
[  ] sometimes           [  ] never[  ] frequent            

Extra notes:

Type of food offered

Type of food offered:

Quantity of food consumed:

Frequency of feeding:

Waste

Solid:
[  ] 1 [  ] 2 [   ] 3+
[  ] solid            [  ]  loose [  ] watery

[  ] blood           [  ] parasite         [   ] food    [   ] other

Times per day:      
Consistency:         
Size: 
Color: 
Presence of:      
Extra Notes: 

APPENDIX K (continued)
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ActivityL
Observation report

Day 1:
Observation summary: ____________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Changes observed: ________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Conclusions: ______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________

Day 3:
Observation summary: ____________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Changes observed: ________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Conclusions: ______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX L
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ActivityL
Day 5:
Observation summary: ____________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Changes observed: ________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Conclusions: ______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________

Day 7:
Observation summary: ____________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Changes observed: ________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Conclusions: ______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX L (continued)
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ActivityL
Day 9:
Observation summary: ____________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Changes observed: ________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Conclusions: ______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________

Day 11:
Observation summary: ____________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Changes observed: ________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Conclusions: ______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX L (continued)
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ActivityL
Day 13:
Observation summary: ____________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Changes observed: ________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Conclusions: ______________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX L (continued)
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Meeting Animals' Needs 

through Housing

and Husbandry33
Every living organism on Earth has specifi  c needs that are essential to their survival. However, 
to care for animals in a humane way, simply surviving is not enough; one must also consider the 
animal’s health and well-being when addressing their needs. Thus, to ensure an animal’s welfare, 
one must attend to all of the following needs: food, water, shelter, space, and social needs.

Appropriate food and water help animals meet their dietary needs. Animals must be given the 
proper amount of food so that they are able to maintain a healthy weight and body condition; 
additionally, the food must be appropriate for the life stage of the animal. Water is extremely 
important to all animals it is necessary for normal body functions and helps regulate body 
temperature–and they must have access to a water supply at all times. Additionally, the quality 
of the food and water needs to be high and free of contaminants. 

An animal’s shelter and its enclosure are critical to its well-being. A shelter must provide safety 
and comfort from environmental extremes. For example, animal shelters need to protect animals 
from thermal stress, a condition that can arise when an animal’s environment is either too hot 
or too cold. Additionally, shelters and enclosures must provide adequate space so animals have 
access to food and water and so they can exhibit normal behaviors. If a shelter or enclosure does 
not have enough space, the stocking density (the number of animals per unit area) will be too 
great and the animal’s welfare will suffer.

The social needs of animals must also be addressed in order to ensure an animal’s welfare. An 
animal’s social needs refer to the necessary positive stimulation that animals experience from 
being around other animals or people. When addressing the social needs of an animal, one must 
consider the animal’s natural tendency to remain close to their herd, floc , pack, or owner.  For 
instance, dogs are social animals that require adequate social time spent with humans and/or 
other dogs. By paying attention to each of the five animal needs, one can help to ensure the 
welfare of their animal.  

eeting the basic needs of the ani als in o r care is only the first step in good ani al 
h sbandry  s we thin  abo t designing and b ilding ani al ho sing, we need to a e s re that 
o r ani als have ade ate space, safe and co fortable flooring, protection fro  extre es in 
te perat re, as well as access to food, water, appropriate social co panions, and bedding  

owever, o r ob is not done once these needs are et  here are any ways that we can enrich 
the environ ents of the ani als in o r care  nrich ent provides extra opport nities for ani als 
to participate in i portant behaviors, and allows the  to a e choices abo t how they spend 
their ti e  epending on the species of ani al, these behaviors ay incl de a
a a a a

or 

Providing opportunities to perform a variety of behaviors can have a positive effect on an 
animal’s welfare by providing comfort or pleasure, aiding in information gathering, or preventing 
boredom. Toys, novel objects, foraging devices, nesting materials, novel scents, and varied 
furnishing can all enhance the quality of animal housing and improve the welfare of animals in 
our care.

Background
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Meeting Animal’s Needs

through Housing

and Husbandry3
Every living organism on Earth has specifi c needs that are essential to their survival. However, 
to care for animals in a humane way, simply surviving is not enough; one must also consider the 
animal’s health and well-being when addressing their needs. Thus, to ensure an animal’s welfare, 
one must attend to all of the following needs: food, water, shelter, space, and social needs.

Appropriate food and water help animals meet their dietary needs. Animals must be given the 
proper amount of food so that they are able to maintain a healthy weight and body condition; 
additionally, the food must be appropriate for the life stage of the animal. Water is extremely 
important to all animals – it is necessary for normal body functions and helps regulate body 
temperature – and they must have access to a water supply at all times. Additionally, the quality 
of the food and water needs to be high and free of contaminants. 

An animal’s shelter and its enclosure are critical to its well-being. A shelter must provide safety 
and comfort from environmental extremes. For example, animal shelters need to protect animals 
from thermal stress, a condition that can arise when an animal’s environment is either too hot 
or too cold. Additionally, shelters and enclosures must provide adequate space so animals have 
access to food and water and so they can exhibit normal behaviors. If a shelter or enclosure does 
not have enough space, the stocking density (the number of animals per unit area) will be too 
great and the animal’s welfare will suffer.

The social needs of animals must also be addressed in order to ensure an animal’s welfare. An 
animal’s social needs refer to the necessary positive stimulation that animals experience from 
being around other animals or people. When addressing the social needs of an animal, one must 
consider the animal’s natural tendency to remain close to their herd, floc , pack, or owner.  For 
instance, dogs are social animals that require adequate social time spent with humans and/or 
other dogs. By paying attention to each of the five animal needs, one can help to ensure the 
welfare of their animal.  

Meeting the basic needs of the animals in our care is only the first step in good animal 
husbandry. As we think about designing and building animal housing, we need to make sure that 
our animals have adequate space, safe and comfortable flooring, protection from extremes in 
temperature, as well as access to food, water, appropriate social companions and bedding. 
However, our job is not done once these needs are met. There are many ways that we can enrich 
the environments of the animals in our care. nrich ent provides extra opport nities for ani als 
to participate in i portant behaviors, and allows the  to a e choices abo t how they spend 
their ti e Depending on the species of animal, these behaviors may include foraging, rooting, 
wallowing, playing, rubbing/scratching, perching, dust bathing, burrowing, exploring, or nest 
building. 

Providing opportunities to perform a variety of behaviors can have a positive effect on an 
animal’s welfare by providing comfort or pleasure, aiding in information gathering, or preventing 
boredom. Toys, novel objects, foraging devices, nesting materials, novel scents, and varied 
furnishing can all enhance the quality of animal housing and improve the welfare of animals in 
our care.

Background
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hen ani al ho sing does not provide opport nities for ani als to perfor  a variety of 
behaviors or see  co fort, ani als ay experience fr stration or distress, which can negatively 
i pact their physical health and their behavior  

The purpose of  this activity is to have the youth step through the process of designing a home 
for an animal or animals. They will need to make decisions about how to design the 
environment based on both the animal’s needs as well as the information provided in the profile 
they receive.

Background (continued)

• Head: planning/organizing, critical thinking, decision making
• Heart: cooperation, communication
• Hands: contributions to group effort, teamwork
• Health: managing feelings

Life Skills

Patterns
• bserved patterns g ide organi ation and classification, and they pro pt estions

abo t relationships and in encing factors
Cause and Effect: Mechanism and Prediction

• Events have causes, sometimes simple, sometimes multifaceted. Deciphering causal
relationships, and the mechanisms by which they are mediated, is a major activity of
science and engineering.

Next Generation Science Standards: 

Cross-Cutting Concepts
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• a a The practice of raising livestock.

•  A behavior in which animals excavate soil to construct shelter for the purposes
of protection from predators and climate, food storage, and facilitation of social interaction.

• a  Animals have particular nutritional requirements, including water, protein,
energy, vitamins, and minerals, for helping to support their health and well being.

• a  A grooming behavior in which an animal covers itself in dust in order to
maintain its coat.

• o provide ani als with sensory and e otional sti lation in order to enhance
their health and well being  enrich ent enco rages species specific nor al behaviors

•  An animal’s tendency to search, discover, and gather information about the area
around them.

• a  Enrichment tools used to encourage an animal to search for food.

• A behavior exhibited by animals that involves the use of organic materials to
construct a dwelling to serve as a source of protection from climatic conditions, predation,
and other unpredictable conditions.

• a a  Behaviors that are part of animals  normal behavior patterns and help
them meet their needs.

•  The natural tendency of some animals to sit on elevated platforms or objects, such
as tree branches or perches.

• a Active, highly variable animal behavior directed at other animals, humans, or other
stimuli; may involve social or behavioral development.

•  Behavior related to foraging; involves attempts to break up the surface soil as well
as the layers of soil below the surface.

• a  The tendency of an animal to rub or scratch an object in their
environment as either a form of communication or play.

• a  Animals have particular social requirements that include a variety of
interactions with other animals, including but not limited to the development of hierarchies
within a group.

•  The number of animals per unit of space; how much space an animal has
access to.

• a  The inability of an animal to cope with the environmental temperature.

• a  Behavior that involves an animal coating itself in mud in order to help regulate
its temperature.

• a Welfare is viewed as something intrinsic to the individual animal, i.e., the animal’s
state of being well or faring  well. Includes physical and psychological components.

Concepts/Vocabulary
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Activity3.1
Getting Ready

•

•

Subdivide youth into small groups of
three or fo r individuals.
Make sure each individual receives one
piece of paper and a writing utensil.

• Make sure each group receives the
following: measuring tape, two sheets of fl ip
chart paper, and markers.

Facilitator  Tip: Complete Activity 1 before 
proceeding on to Activity 2.

Opening Questions/

Prompts

1. Describe the place where you live in one or
two sentences. Ask the youth to record their responses on the flip chart paper provided.

2. People live in many different types of shelters around the world, but there are similarities 
a ong them. Based on your understanding, explain how the different types of places that 
people live are similar to each other.  Ask the youth to record their responses on the flip 
chart paper provided.

Procedure (Experience)

Provide each small group with a copy of Appendix A.
s each gro p, wor ing as a tea  to co plete the proced re described

acilitator tip  Upon completion, the small groups will participate in the sharing, processing,
and generalizing.

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

Follow the lines of thinking developed by the youth as they share and compare their thoughts, 
observations, and conclusions.  If necessary, use more targeted questions as prompts to get to 
particular points.  For example:

• hat si e pod does yo r gro p reco end  xplain why this si e was chosen  xplain
how yo r gro p went abo t deter ining how ch space was necessary

o o pare the si es that each gro p selected  isc ss how they are si ilar or
different  s  the yo th to record their responses on the ip chart paper provided

• hich five ite s did yo r gro p select  xplain why these ite s were chosen  xplain
how yo  went abo t selecting these ite s within yo r gro p

o o pare the lists of ite s selected  isc ss how they are si ilar or different  s
the yo th to record their responses on the ip chart paper provided

Facilitator  Tip: Youth should look for similarities and differences among their answers to each 
challenge. They should try to form categories that include the different responses. Types of 
categories include shelter, temperature control, bedding, food and water, health care, lighting, 
sanitation, etc. Youth should discuss why the things they chose were important to them and why 
other potential items were less important.

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

At this point, it is important to ensure that the following terms/concepts have been introduced: 
dietary needs, enrichment, normal behaviors, social needs, stocking density, and welfare. (Note: 
The goal is to have youth discover terms and concepts through their own exploration.)

Suggested Groupings
• Groups of 4

Time Required
• 5 minutes

Materials Needed
• writing utensils (one per youth)
• paper (one per youth)
• cloth measuring tape (one per group)
• flip chart paper (two per group)
• • arkers (one per group)
• copies of Appendix A* (one per group)
* aterials provided in curriculum

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 3.1:

Preparation for Outer Space!
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Activity3.2
Getting Ready

• Divide students into pairs.
• Make sure each group receives a piece of

paper and a writing utensil.
• Make enough copies of Appendices B-E for

each pair to receive an animal.
• Make enough copies of the Appendices BB-

EE for each pair to share a set of photos.
Facilitator  Tip: Complete Activity 2 before 
proceeding to Activity 3.

Opening Questions/

Prompts

1. Think about the house that you live in.  How
do your living conditions help address your
basic needs? Ask the youth to record their
responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

2. Now think about an animal’s living
conditions.  What are some of their basic
needs that should be addressed through their living conditions? Ask the youth to record
their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

3. Think of some examples of how an animal’s living conditions can address their basic needs.
Ask the youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

Procedure (Experience)

1. Assign each pair one of the four animals and distribute the corresponding animal profile 
card from Appendices B-E.

2. Give each group the set of photos that corresponds with their assigned animal from 
Appendices BB-EE.

3. Instruct the groups to read through the basic needs of their animal and to collect a total of 
four photo cards that will satisfy their animal’s needs. Do not specify to the groups which 
categories of needs the cards will satisfy.

4. Give 5 to 10 minutes for the groups to collect the necessary cards.
5. llow st dents to share their findings with the other pair s  that share the sa e ani al

Suggested Grouping
• Groups of 2

Time Required
• 30 minutes

Materials Needed for Each Youth
• Appendices B-E* (one set per 4 

groups)
• Appendices BB-EE* (one set per 4 

groups)
• writing utensils (one per group)
• paper (one per group)
• flip chart paper (one per group)
• arkers for recording on flip chart 

paper
* Materials provided in curriculum

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 3.2:

Building a Home
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Activity3.2
Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

Follow the lines of thinking developed by the youth as they share and compare their thoughts, 
observations, and conclusions.  If necessary, use more targeted questions as prompts to get 
to particular points.  For example:

• hich cards did everyone choose
o xplain yo r reasoning regarding yo r card choices  s  the yo th to record

their answers on the ip chart paper provided
• hat cards do yo  thin  co ld apply to ltiple ani als

o o pare the basic needs of other ani als  s  the yo th to write down
descriptions of cards that co ld apply to ore than one species on the ip chart
paper provided

• isc ss any diffic lties that yo  enco ntered when choosing which pict res wo ld best
address yo r ani al s needs  s  the yo th to record their answers on the ip chart
paper provided

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

At this point, it is important to ensure that the following terms/concepts have been introduced: 
Animal husbandry, dietary needs, enrichment, perching, playing, rooting, social needs, thermal 

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 3.2:

Building a Home

Activity

85

Getting Ready

• Gather and distribute all of the necessary
materials to each youth (writing utensils,
paper, fl ip chart paper, and markers).

1. Think about your home. Explain how being
in your home makes you feel. Ask the youth
to record their responses on the fl ip chart
paper provided.

2. Describe some of the objects in your home
that cause these emotions. Explain why they generate these feelings. Ask the youth to record
their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

3.3 Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 3.3:

A Month in Orbit!

Suggested Groupings
• ndividuals

Time Required

acilitator ip: Complete Activity 3 before 
proceeding on to Activity 4.

Opening Questions/

Prompts

Materials Needed
• writing tensils one per yo th
• paper one per yo th
• flip chart paper one per yo th
• ar ers for recording on ip chart

paper
• copies of ppendix  one per yo th
* Materials provided in curriculum

• 2 3
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Activity3.3
Procedure (Experience)

1. Provide each individual with a copy of Appendix F.
2. Ask each individual to complete the procedure described.  Have youth record their answers

on the paper provided.
acilitator ip: Upon completion, come together as a large group and participate in the sharing, 

processing, and generalizing.

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

Follow the lines of thinking developed by the youth as they share and compare their thoughts, 
observations, and conclusions.  If necessary, use more targeted questions as prompts to get to 
particular points.  For example:

1. Explain the feelings that you would expect to have during the fi rst week. Ask the youth
to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

2. List the four things that you chose to bring into your pod for the second week. Ask the
youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

3. Explain how you think your feelings would change from the fi rst to the second week. Ask
the youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

4. List the four things that you chose to bring into your pod for the third week. Ask the
youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

5. Explain how you think your feelings would change from the second to the third week.
Ask the youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

6. List the one thing that you chose to keep for the fi nal week. Ask the youth to record their
responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

7. Explain how you think your feelings would change from the third to the fi nal week. Ask
the youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

8. Describe the connections between the changes in your environment and the changes in
your feelings. Ask the youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

acilitator ip: Youth should look for similarities and differences among their answers to each 
challenge. They should try to form categories that include the different responses. Types of 
categories include recreation, information, comfort, entertainment, learning, etc. Youth should 
discuss why the things they chose were important to them and why other potential items were 
less important.

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

At this point, it is important to ensure that the following terms/concepts have been introduced: 
enrichment, exploring, social needs, and stocking density. (Note: The goal is to have youth 
discover terms and concepts through their own exploration.)

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 3.3:

A Month in Orbit!
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Activity3.4 Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 3.4:

Are Fido and Jessie Living

Enriched Lives?

Getting Ready

• Divide youth into groups of fo r.
• Make enough copies of Appendix G, H, I, J,

K, and L so that each group receives one of
each.

• Make sure each group receives the
appendices, paper, writing utensils,
markers, and fl ip chart paper.

*Note: he first part of the activity will
completed as one large group.  The youth will
then complete the rest of the activity in their
groups of fo r.
Facilitator Tip: Complete Activities 1, 2, and 3
before proceeding to Activity 4.

Opening Questions/

Prompts

1. List some necessities that humans require
to survive.  Ask the youth to record their
responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

2. Go beyond the necessities and list objects
that facilitate enriched activities and 
experiences that enhance a person’s well-being.  Ask the youth to record their responses on 
the fl ip chart paper provided.

3. Describe the differences between living a life where only basic needs are met and living a
life fi lled with enrichment activities and diverse experiences.  Ask the youth to record their
responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

4. List some necessities that animals require to survive.  Ask the youth to record their
responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

5. Go beyond the necessities and list objects that facilitate enriched activities and experiences
that enhance an animal’s well-being.  Ask the youth to record their responses on the fl ip
chart paper provided.

Procedure (Experience)

• As a large group, read through the example list of behaviors that we as animal owners want
to support (Appendix G).

• As a group, come up with at least one example of enrichment activities for each of the listed
behaviors.  Record the brainstormed enrichment activities in the Appendix G table.

• After reading the list of behaviors and brainstorming enrichment activities, read through the
two examples of enrichment schedules for dogs (Appendix H). Work together to compare the
schedules and evaluate how each schedule supports each of the listed behaviors from
Appendix G.
o If necessary, use more targeted questions to help facilitate discussion. Some examples

include:
Ø Do the animal owners provide a variety of activities for Jessie and Fido?
Ø How many behaviors does Jessie’s schedule of enrichment activities support?

What about Fido?
Ø Do you think that Jessie’s schedule is missing any important activities? Do you

think that Fido’s schedule is missing anything?

Suggested Groupings
• Groups of 4

Time Required
• 30-45 minutes

Materials Needed
• writing utensils (one per youth)
• paper (one per youth)
• example Behaviors table template (one

per group) (Appendix G)*
• example of enrichment schedules for

dogs (one per group) (Appendix H)*
• Behavior/Enrichment Activity table

template (one per group) (Appendix I)*
• calendar template (one per group)

(Appendix J)*
• Behavior Key (one per group)

(Appendix K)*
• Activity Key (one per group) (Appendix

L)*
• flip chart paper (one per youth)
• arkers
* Materials provided in curriculum
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Activity3.4 Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 3.4:

Are Fido and Jessie Living

Enriched Lives?

iv How can Jessie and Fido’s schedules be improved?
acilitator ip: Ask for a volunteer to record the group’s thoughts on flip chart

paper
Have the youth form groups of fo r.
Assign an animal to each group of fo r (swine, poultry, cattle, rabbits).
Instruct the youth to come up with a list of behaviors that we as animal owners want to
support.  Make sure that the groups tailor their list to their group’s specifi c assigned animal.
They should keep the example list for dog behaviors in mind while creating their own list.
Have youth record their list in the table from Appendix I.
a If the youth have trouble coming up with their own list of behaviors, encourage them to

refer to the key of behaviors (Appendix K) as a source of inspiration.
After each group develops a list of behaviors, instruct youth to think of examples of
enrichment activities that would support each behavior from their list and fi ll in the
corresponding boxes in the table from Appendix I
a If youth have trouble brainstorming enrichment activities, encourage them to refer to the

key of activities (Appendix L) as a source of inspiration.
Using the calendar template (Appendix J), instruct each group to create an enrichment
calendar for their animal, similar to the schedules given as examples from the fi rst part of
the activity.
After completing the schedule, have each group share their enrichment calendars with the
other groups.

acilitator ip  Upon completion, the small groups will participate in the sharing, processing, 
and generalizing.

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

Follow the lines of thinking developed by the youth as they share and compare their thoughts, 
observations, and conclusions.  If necessary, use more targeted questions as prompts to get to 
particular points.  For example:

1. How does your group’s enrichment schedule differ from the other groups’ schedules?
How are they similar?  Ask the youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper
provided.

2. Why do you think that it is important to give animals variation in their activities and
enrichment objects?  Ask the youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper
provided.

3. Do you think that your animal’s enrichment schedule could apply to another animal? Why
or why not?  Ask the youth to record their responses on the fl ip chart paper provided.

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

At this point, it is important to ensure that the following terms/concepts have been introduced: 
burrowing, dust bathing, foraging devices, nest building, rubbing/scratching, social needs, 
wallowing, and welfare. (Note: The goal is to have youth discover terms and concepts through 
their own exploration.)
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Cattle 8: https://www.flickr.com/photos/agrilifetoday/4977953056/in/photolist-PVWVk-9jUP9H-8zTj6C-
8zTj1Q-8zQbUt-8zQbXP-ccEEAE-dwaF5n-dwgfbE-dwgfXh-75Q6GR-3emESD-ccEELq-ccEEXm-aUc4Mv-
9Wqwdo-9zumeb 

Swine 1: https://www.flickr.com/photos/31347258@N05/3180060963

Swine 2: https://www.flickr.com/photos/ahhyeah/33157602

Swine 3: https://www.flickr.com/photos/unitedsoybean/9624481656

Swine 4: https://www.flickr.com/photos/ciordia/270588529

Swine 5: https://www.flickr.com/photos/auntiep/1109137612/ 

Swine 6: https://www.flickr.com/photos/barge/36318368

Swine 7: https://www.flickr.com/photos/ugacommunications/6073833721

Poultry 1: https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/6205700205

Poultry 2: https://www.flickr.com/photos/raeallen/2259195058

Poultry 3: https://www.flickr.com/photos/aaronbaugher/4018292622

Poultry 4: https://www.flickr.com/photos/averagejane/3035939487

Poultry 5: https://www.flickr.com/photos/dwblakey/9294730920

Poultry 6: https://www.flickr.com/photos/christymphoto/4455875095

Poultry 7: https://www.flickr.com/photos/90616144@N00/7750832992

Rabbit 1: https://www.flickr.com/photos/johnseb/2436944332

Rabbit 2: https://www.flickr.com/photos/rowdyharv/4488305128

Rabbit 3: https://www.flickr.com/photos/tusnelda/7204248944

Rabbit 4: https://www.flickr.com/photos/nechbi/48562087

Rabbit 5: https://www.flickr.com/photos/tjflex/4089709353

Rabbit 6: https://www.flickr.com/photos/halfanacre/4974634593

Rabbit 7: https://www.flickr.com/photos/halfanacre/4625959189

Photo References ActivityA
You have been asked to participate on a team that will be designing a new International 
Space Station. The space station will be used for scientific  research   and   astronauts   will 
live in the station for up to  year at a time. Your group has to work together to come up with 
some general plans that the engineers will use to build the living quarters.

First, they would like you to determine the amount of space necessary for a pod that
will house four astronauts. Space is limited at the station, so you have been asked
to determine the minimum amount of space necessary if four people are going to be in
the space station for up to 20 hours per day (including sleep). Using the measuring tape 
provided, please work together to determine the minimum size pod you would recommend. 
Record your answer on the paper provided.

ext, they wo ld li e yo  to deter ine how we sho ld f rnish the space  or ing together, 
please create a list of the five ost i portant ite s that yo r gro p wo ld reco end be 
incl ded in the space  lease list each ite  on the paper as well as a brief description of why 
yo  incl ded the ite  o  do not have to incl de an air provision syste  in yo r list

APPENDIX A: Planning for Outer Space
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ActivityB
Dairy Cow

o  have signed p to participate in a dairy calf pro ect this year and will be pic ing p yo r 
calf in  onth  efore she arrives, yo  will need to a e s re yo  have appropriate ho sing 
set p for her  ere are so e things yo  will need to now in order to a e decisions abo t 
how yo  will design her ho sing

• he calf yo  will be getting is a fe ale heifer,  years old
• he was a e ber of a herd that is sed for il  prod ction
• he herd she ca e fro  was  in si e, all fe ale, ages ranging fro  newborns to 

years old
• he calf was weaned when she was abo t  wee s old
• he has been acc sto ed to feeding fro  an open topped cattle tro gh and drin ing

water fro  a ball valve drin er
• o  will be ho sing this calf in lare o nty, located in the entral alley of

alifornia
• lare o nty, 

o ann al average te perat re   
o axi  average te perat re   
o ini  average te perat re   
o average ann al precipitation    in

•  at, grassy area, spanning n ero s acres, is available to create the environ ent

APPENDIX B
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Activity

You have signed up to participate in a pig project this year and will be picking up your pig in one 
month. Before she arrives, you will need to make sure you have appropriate housing set up for 
her. Here are some things you will need to know in order to make decisions about how you will 
design her housing:

C
Swine

• his pig is a fe ale or shire  he is abo t  year old
• he has been sed as a past re pig, eaning she is let o t on overgrown fields and

sed as a nat ral lawn ower
• he has been living on  to  acres of land with three other fe ale pigs
• he acreage that she has been living on is s rro nded by three strands of hot wire
• he past re she has been living on has a dry, covered shelter big eno gh for all the

pigs to fit in
• o  will be ho sing the pig in an enito o nty, located in orthern alifornia
• an enito o nty, 

o ann al average te perat re   
o axi  average te perat re   
o ini  average te perat re   
o average ann al precipitation    in

APPENDIX C
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ActivityD
Poultry

You have signed up to participate in a backyard chicken project this year and will be picking 
up fi ve chicks in one month. The chicks will be a little over 60 days old when you receive them. 
Before the chicks arrive, you will need to make sure you have appropriate housing set up for 
them. Here are some things you will need to know in order to make decisions about how you 
will design their housing:

• o  will be receiving five chic s,  days old
• or the first  days of their lives the chic s were ho sed in a chic en brooder  his

was an enclosed str ct re with pine shaving bedding  he bedding of the brooder
was changed every few days

• he str ct re contained a heat la p and a ho e ade feeder and waterer  he
brooder feat red an elevated area, which was away fro  the heat la p, and it was

sed to enco rage the chic s to roost or perch
• ach chic  had abo t  s are feet inside the brooder
• he brooder was ept at a nice  degrees d ring the first wee  of the chic s  lives

very wee  the te perat re was dropped by five degrees
• o  will be ho sing these chic s in ono a o nty, alifornia
• ono a o nty, 

o ann al average te perat re   
o axi  average te perat re   
o ini  average te perat re   
o average ann al precipitation   in

APPENDIX D
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ActivityD
Poultry

You have signed up to participate in a backyard chicken project this year and will be picking 
up five chicks in one month. The chicks will be a little over 60 days old when you receive them. 
Before the chicks arrive, you will need to make sure you have appropriate housing set up for 
them. Here are some things you will need to know in order to make decisions about how you 
will design their housing:

• You will be receiving 5 chicks, 62 days old.
• For the first 60 days of their lives the chicks were housed in a chicken brooder. This 

was an enclosed structure with pine shaving bedding. The bedding of the brooder was 
changed every few days. 

• The structure contained a heat lamp and a homemade feeder and waterer. The brooder 
featured an elevated area, which was away from the heat lamp, and it was used to 
encourage the chicks to roost or perch. 

• Each chick had about 2.5 square feet inside the brooder.
• The brooder was kept at a nice 95 degrees during the first week of the chicks’ lives. Every 

week the temperature was dropped by five degrees. 
• The feeder was always full with chick food that was purchased at the pet store. Food and 

water was always available to the chicks and the chicks self-regulated their own diet. 
• Because food and water was always sitting in the brooder sometimes it wasn’t changed 

out on a daily basis.
• Since these chicks were always going to be backyard chickens, play time with the chicks 

was essential and because of that they are now comfortable being around humans. 
• These chickens will be coming from Sonoma County, located in Northern California.
• Sonoma County, CA:

o Annual average temperature:  57.90 °F
o Maximum average temperature:  70.41 °F
o Minimum average temperature:  45.43 °F
o Average annual precipitation: 44.54 in.

• When you receive the chicks you must have already constructed a coop for them to be 
housed in. 

• The coop should be big enough so that each chick has about 3-4 square feet. There 
should also be room outside the coop for chicks to run. Each chick should get about 10 
square feet in the outside area. 

• A roosting/perching area should be present inside the coop.
• When designing the coop, temperature regulation should be considered. In order to do 

this the coop should be insulated and have windows.
• Fresh food and water should be readily available.

APPENDIX D

ActivityE
Rabbits 

 friend of yo rs has a year old pet rabbit  hey are oving and cannot ta e their rabbit 
with the  o  have offered to adopt their rabbit for the  and will be receiving the rabbit in 
abo t a onth  efore the rabbit arrives, yo  will need to a e s re yo  have appropriate 
ho sing set p for hi  ere are so e things yo  will need to now in order to a e 
decisions abo t how yo  will design his ho sing

• The rabbit is an indoor rabbit.
• The rabbit has been given free range of the house he lives in.  He uses his cage as a litter

box and a place to get food and water.
• His cage does not have a mesh bottom. Feces and urine collect on the hay shaving

bedding. A cage like this should have been changed daily. Unfortunately, the owner did
not have enough time to do this and only changed it about twice a week.

• The owner did not do a thorough job of bunny proofing the house. A few times the rabbit
has been caught in electrical wires.

• The rabbit has been used to pellet feed from the store. The rabbit has always been given
fresh fruit or vegetables for treats, but the owner has had a problem with excessive
treating, which has cause digestive problems for the rabbit.

• o  will be ho sing this rabbit in endocino o nty
• Mendocino County, CA:

o annual average temperature:  55.93°F
o aximum average temperature:  69.17°F
o inimum average temperature:  43.02°F
o average annual precipitation: 46.32 in

• When creating your environment for the rabbit, you must think about the type of cage it
should have, bunny proofing, food, water, and social needs.

APPENDIX E
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ActivityF
ongrat lations  o  have been selected as one of the first yo ng astrona ts to co plete a
ission to the nternational pace tation  o r ission is for  onth  he pace tation

has bathroo  facilities, plenty of food and water, and clothing to eep yo  war  eno gh,
b t d e to li ited space yo  will not be able to bring any of yo r belongings with yo  on
the ission

or the first wee  yo  spend abo t  ho rs a day exploring the space station and
participating in experi ents  he rest of yo r ti e is free, b t yo  cannot vent re beyond
yo r pod, which is abo t the si e of a bedroo  o r pod, is f rnished with only a sleeping
area and a light

a iven the fact that yo r health is good and yo  have food and clothing, b t no other
ob ects, how do yo  thin  yo  wo ld yo  feel d ring this wee  hat wo ld yo  do
with all of yo r spare ti e  rite yo r tho ghts on the paper provided

t the end of the first wee  the ational pace o ission has sched led a s pply roc et
to co e to the station, so yo  are per itted to have fo r of yo r things bro ght to yo

a hat things wo ld yo  choose  rite these things down on a piece of paper
xplain why yo  chose those ite s

t the end of the second wee  the ational pace o ission has sched led another
s pply roc et to co e to the station, so yo  are per itted to have fo r additional ite s
bro ght to yo

a hat things wo ld yo  choose  rite these things down on a piece of paper
xplain why yo  chose those ite s

t the end of the third wee , there is a potential disease ca sing agent detected at the
station  verything st be sterili ed, so all of yo r ite s need to be re oved fro  yo r
pod, and only one of those things will be given bac  to yo  for yo r final wee

a f the things yo  had in yo r pod, which one will yo  eep for yo r final wee  in
arantine  rite this ite  on the paper provided, and explain why yo  chose it

APPENDIX F: A Month in Orbit
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ActivityG
As animal owners, we want to support a variety of different behaviors that our animals exhibit. 
For example, dog owners should support each of the following behaviors on a regular basis: 

Behavior Corresponding enrichment activities

Exploration

Chewing

Problem olving

Interactive lay

Digging

Following cents

Learning/
Training

APPENDIX G
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ActivityH
Dog: Jessie

a a a a a a a a

fetch
in the 

backyard

hidden 
toys in 

backyard

fetch in the 
backyard

hidden 
toys in 

backyard

fetch 
in the 

backyard

buried 
treats in 
sandbox

hike off 
leash on 

a trail

treat 
nylon 
bone

buried 
treats in 
sandbox

nylon bone treat 
fetch at 

dog park

buried 
treats in 
sandbox

walk on 
leash 

obedience 
training

walk on 
leash 

obedience 
training

walk on 
leash 

hidden 
toys in 

backyard

nylon 
bone

Dog: Fido

a a a a a a a a

nylon 
chew toy

rope 
bone

ong 
rubber 
bone

rope 
bone

nylon 
chew toy

fetch 
in the 

backyard

fetch 
in the 

backyard

rope 
bone

fetch 
in the 

backyard

nylon chew 
t oy

ong 
rubber 
bone

rope bone
ong 

rubber 
bone

nylon 
chew toy

walk on 
leash 

walk on 
leash 

walk on 
leash 

walk on 
leash 

walk on 
leash 

walk on 
leash 

walk on 
leash 

APPENDIX H
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ActivityI
Assigned animal: ___________________________

Behavior Corresponding nrichment activities

APPENDIX I
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ActivityJ
Assigned animal: ___________________________

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

APPENDIX J

a
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ActivityJ
Assigned Animal: ___________________________

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

APPENDIX J

ActivityK
Swine

• exploration
• rooting
• play
• grooming
• social
• nesting
• learning

Poultry
• perching
• nesting
• foraging
• play
• dust bathing
•  exploration
• social

Rabbits 
• exploration
• problem solving
• interactive play
• climbing
• foraging
• social
• digging

Cattle
• resting
• social
• interactive play
• grooming
• chewing, rumination
• rubbing
• grazing

APPENDIX K: Behavior Key
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ActivityL
Animal: Swine

Behavior Example of activity
exploration compressed blocks of straw
rooting bed of peat and branches
play balls, traffi c cones, disposable cardboard 
grooming wallowing in mud puddle
social social group time
nesting deep beds of straw
learning ice blocks with food inside

Animal: Poultry 

Behavior Example of activity
perching access to elevated perches
nesting nest boxes w/ variety of substrate
foraging straw bales (loose), wood shavings
play fruits and vegetables hanging from branches, treat ball
dust bathing beds of loose substrate (soil, etc.)
exploration straw bales, compressed blocks of straw

social radio sounds, interactions with humans/other animals

Animal: Rabbits

Behavior Example of activity
exploration plastic tubing for tunnels/cat tunnels
problem solving treats in toilet paper roll or treat ball
interactive play balls, egg cartons, other toys
climbing perches, blocks of wood, phone books
foraging greens under hay in hutch/pen
social clicker training with humans, housed/socialized with other rabbits
digging digging box filled with hay, shredded newspapers, etc.

Animal: Cattle

Behavior Example of activity
resting provide quiet, undisturbed sites for resting (sunny or shady 

depends on breed)
social visual/auditory contact with other cows/humans, group housing
interactive play hanging Kong balls or empty plastic containers
grooming time untied in exercise yard, mechanical/rotating brush
chewing, rumination access to beds of dry straw
rubbing scratching/rubbing arch
grazing access to pasture

APPENDIX L: Activity Key
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ActivityL
Animal: Swine

Behavior Example of Activity
Exploration Compressed blocks of straw
Rooting Bed of peat and branches
Play Balls, traffic cones, disposable cardboard 
Grooming Wallowing in mud puddle
Social Social group time
Nesting Deep beds of straw
Learning Ice blocks with food inside

Animal: Poultry 

Behavior Example of Activity
Perching Access to elevated perches
Nesting Nest boxes w/ variety of substrate
Foraging Straw bales (loose), wood shavings
Play Fruits and vegetables hanging from branches, treat ball
Dust Bathing Beds of loose substrate (soil, etc.)
Introspective 
Exploration

Straw bales, compressed blocks of straw

Social Radio sounds, interactions with humans/other animals

Animal: Rabbits

Behavior Example of Activity
Exploration Plastic tubing for tunnels/cat tunnels
Problem Solving Treats in toilet paper roll or treat ball
Interactive Play Balls, egg cartons, other toys
Climbing Perches, blocks of wood, phone books
Foraging Greens under hay in hutch/pen
Social Clicker training with humans, housed/socialized with other rabbits
Digging Digging box filled with hay, shredded newspapers, etc.

Animal: Cattle

Behavior Example of Activity
Resting Provide quiet, undisturbed sites for resting (sunny or shady depends 

on breed)
Social Visual/auditory contact with other cows/humans, group housing
Interactive Play Hanging Kong balls or empty plastic containers
Grooming Time untied in exercise yard, mechanical/rotating brush
Chewing, Rumination Access to beds of dry straw
Rubbing Scratching/rubbing arch
Grazing Access to pasture

APPENDIX L: Activity Key
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ActivityBB APPENDIX BB: Cattle Housing
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ActivityCCAPPENDIX CC: Swine Housing
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ActivityCCAPPENDIX CC: Swine Housing

Activity

107107

DD APPENDIX DD: Poultry Housing
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ActivityEE APPENDIX EE: Rabbit Housing
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ActivityEE APPENDIX EE: Rabbit Housing

The Importance of

Human Animal Interactions44
here are any ways h ans and ani als interact, both directly and indirectly  ost 

direct interactions involve a  ani als  or exa ple, a
a a , s ch as dogs and cats, ay live in o r ho es and bring s pleas re fro  
their co pany thro gh direct interactions  a a , s ch as g ide dogs, 
perfor  specific tas s that involve, typically, so e type of direct interaction with 
h ans  ther types of interactions so e of which are direct, others which are 
indirect incl de ani als sed in the a  e g , circ s ani als , 

a  e g , horses and pac  les , and  e g , race horses, racing dogs , 
as well as a a a  that are sed by the edical and phar ace tical 
ind stries  astly, viewing a a  can help provide h ans with an 
appreciation of nat re  

hen considering a a a a , it is i portant to re ect on the 
nat re of the interaction fro  the standpoint of both the h an and the ani al  hat 

ay be a beneficial interaction to a h an ay be detri ental to the ani al s 
welfare  he se of wor ing ani als, for instance, provides benefits for h ans s ch 
as entertain ent, therapy, and assistance with tas s  owever, if h ans do not ta e 
the proper preca tions and provide the necessary care, the interaction ay be 
detri ental to the ani als  welfare

Background

• ead  critical thin ing, decision a ing, eeping record, learning to learn
• eart  accepting differences, co nication, concern for others, conflict resol tion,

cooperation, e pathy, sharing, social s ills
• ands  contrib tions to gro p effort, responsible citi enship, tea wor
• ealth  character, anaging feelings, self responsibility

Life Skills
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• a a a  pecies that have a special relationship with h ans, are partially or
totally dependent on the , live in close proxi ity with people, and go a step f rther in
bonding with their owner

• a a a  n ani al that has adapted to live in ta e, often captive
environ ents and rely on h an s pport for s rvival

• a a a  n ani al sed for display, perfor ance, fighting, and or illing
with the intention of h an en oy ent

• a a  o esticated ani als that yield prod cts sef l to h ans s ch as eat,
il , eggs, and fibers li e wool, hair, hide, etc

• a a a  hen ani als and h ans enco nter one another or wor
together consistently and in ence each other s psychological and physiological states

• a a al  n ani al that is sed by h ans in pasti e, leis re, or sport in
order to achieve relaxation or en oy ent

• a a a  n ani al that is sed for experi enting, st dying, or testing p rposes
in order to expand or show nowledge regarding a specific area of science or teaching

• a a   n ani al that has been specifically trained to perfor  tas s that aid an
individ al with a physical, sensory, or other ental disability

• a a   free ranging ani al that has not been do esticated

Concepts/Vocabulary

atterns
• bserved patterns g ide organi ation and classification, and pro pt estions abo t

relationships and in encing factors
a se and ffect  echanis  and rediction
• vents have ca ses, so eti es si ple, so eti es ltifaceted  eciphering ca sal

relationships, and the echanis s by which they are ediated, is a a or activity of
science and engineering

Next Generation Science Standards: 

Cross-Cutting Concepts
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Activity4.1
Getting Ready

• Make copies of the Human-Animal
Interaction Photographs (Appendix A; one
set of photographs per pair or small group).

• Make copies of the Human-Animal
Interaction Charts (Appendix B; one copy of
each chart per pair or small group).

• Provide each pair/small group with writing
utensils.

• rovide one piece of ip chart paper and
ar ers to each pair s all gro p

Opening Questions/

Prompts

Describe different ways you interact (e.g.,
play, work together, and socialize) with
the following types of individuals in your
everyday life: friends, other peers, family
members, teachers, and other people in
your school or community. Ask the youth
to record their thoughts and ideas on the fl ip
chart paper provided.
a How would you describe those human-

human interactions? In your opinion, are they positive, negative, or neutral? Explain
your reasoning. Ask the youth to record their thoughts and ideas on the flip chart paper
provided.

2. escribe different ways yo  have seen people and ani als interact with each other
Ask the youth to record their thoughts and ideas on the flip chart paper provided.

a. ow wo ld yo  describe those h an ani al interactions  n yo r opinion, are they
positive, negative, or ne tral  xplain yo r reasoning  Ask the youth to record their
thoughts and ideas on the flip chart paper provided

Procedure (Experience)

Instruct each pair/small group to look at each numbered photograph on Appendix A and,
one photograph at a time, discuss the type of human-animal interaction they think best
describes what they are observing (companion; food production; recreation; research;
work/entertainment; or work/service). The pairs/small groups may reach consensus, but it’s
also possible that they may not. Interaction types should be recorded on Appendix B for
each photograph observed.
Next, youth should indicate whether they think the animals shown in the photographs are
domesticated or wild. This should also be indicated on Appendix B.
The youth should then discuss the interactions they are observing and identify them as
being positive, neutral, or negative using the scale shown below. Their conclusions should
be recorded on Appendix B. Please note, however, that this must be done twice: The fi rst
time they are to rate the interactions as positive, neutral, or negative from the perspective 
of a human; the second time, they are to rate the interactions from the perspective of the
animal.

Suggested Groupings
• pairs or s all gro ps of 

Time Required
•  in tes

Materials Needed
• flip chart paper one piece per gro p
• writing tensils ar ers and pens

pencils
• scissors
• an ni al nteraction hotographs

heet ppendix 
• *Human-Animal Interactions Charts

(Appendix B)
Facilitator Tip: There are two charts: one
chart is for evaluating human/animal
interactions from the perspective of the
animal; the other chart is for evaluating
interactions from the perspective of
humans.

• *Take-home surveys (Appendix C)
* Materials provided in curriculum

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 4.1:

Observing and Measuring

Human Animal Interactions
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Activity4.1
Facilitator  Tip: Again, the pairs/small groups may reach consensus, but it’s also possible 
they may not. If they do not reach consensus, this should be noted and become part of a 
larger discussion.
• strongly positive: +++   (��� )
• positive: ++  (��  )
• slightly positive: + (��� )
• neutral: 0  (��� )
• slightly negative: -  (��� )
• negative: --  (��� )
• strongly negative: --- (��� )

4. The pairs/small groups should continue until all photographs have been viewed and
discussed and Appendix B has been completed.

Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

1. Beginning with photograph #1, have each pair/small group share the type of human-animal
interaction they associated with the image. Discuss similarities and differences between the
classifi cations chosen.

2. Then ask each pair/small group to share their ratings from Appendix B and explain how they
arrived at their ratings.

3. Ask each pair/small group whether or not they  reached a rating consensus within their pair/
small group. If they did not reach consensus, ask them to explain their differing opinions.

Concept and Term Discovery/Introduction

Volunteers need to ensure that the concepts and defi nitions of the following terms have been 
introduced: companion animal, domesticated animal, entertainment animal, food production 
animals, human-animal interaction, recreation animal, research animal, service animal, and 
wild animal. (Note: The goal is to have youth discover terms and concepts through their own 
exploration.)

Concept Application

Make copies of the surveys in Appendix C. Provide each youth with at least one set of
surveys to take home.
Ask the youth to have a group of friends or family members work together to identify the
human-animal interactions in each photograph as being positive, neutral, or negative using
the scale shown. They may also provide comments using the space shown. Please note,
however, just like the activity the youth completed, this must be done twice: The fi rst  time
they are to rate the interactions as positive, neutral, or negative from the perspective of a
human; the second time, they are to rate the interactions from the perspective of the animal.
Once the surveys have been completed, ask the youth to have a discussion with their friends
and/or family members. Beginning with photograph #1, have them share their ratings from
Appendix B and explain how they arrived at their rating. Ask them if they reached consensus
or not. If they did not reach consensus, ask them to explain their differing opinions.

Animal Welfare Pro� ciency 4.1:

Observing and Measuring

Human Animal Interactions
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ActivityA APPENDIX A

Picture #1 Picture #2

Picture #3 Picture #4

Picture #5 Picture #6
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ActivityA APPENDIX A (continued)

Picture #7 Picture #8

Picture #9 Picture #10

Picture #11 Picture #12

Picture #13 Picture #14
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Putting yourself in the position of the animal in each photograph, rate the 
interaction with the humans using the scale provided. Utilize the space below 
each photo to explain each of your ratings.

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

ActivityAPPENDIX C: Animal Welfare Survey

from the Animal’s PerspectiveC
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---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

ActivityAPPENDIX C: Animal Welfare Survey

from the Animal’s Perspective (continued)C
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Activity

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

ActivityAPPENDIX C: Animal Welfare Survey

from the Animal’s Perspective (continued)C
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Activity

Putting yourself in the position of the human in each photograph, rate the 
interaction with the animal using the scale provided. Utilize the space below 
each photo to explain each of your ratings.

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

ActivityAPPENDIX C: Animal Welfare Survey

from the Human’s Perspective (continued)C
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Activity

Putting yourself in the position of the human in each photograph, rate the 
interaction with the animal using the scale provided. Utilize the space below 
each photo to explain each of your ratings.

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

ActivityAPPENDIX C: Animal Welfare Survey 

from the Human’s Perspective (continued)C Activity

125125

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
Comments: ___________________________

______________________________________

---       -- -         0        +       ++     +++
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 ey co ponent to nderstanding ani al welfare is for yo th to p t the principles learned 
thro gh this series into practice thro gh assess ent and i prove ent of the welfare of the 
ani als in their care

ver the co rse of the roficiency eries, the yo th have explored the following topics in depth

thical ecision a ing
ni al ehavior
ni al ealth
ni al o sing and are

an ni al nteractions

ow in roficiency , the yo th will be as ed to reflect on these topics and perfor  a self
assess ent of their own ani al care practices

t is i portant to nderstand how to apply ani al care practices that decrease the li elihood that 
ani als will experience poor welfare and increase the li elihood that they will experience good 
welfare  o acco plish this, the yo th will first describe the the es they have learned abo t 
d ring this pro ect and reflect on their si ilarities and differences to the ive reedo s  
fra ewor  hen, they will be sing a self assess ent tool based on this fra ewor  to identify 
strengths and wea nesses in their own ani al care practices  inally, for the ta e ho e 
proficiency, yo th will develop and i ple ent a plan to a e i prove ents to their ani al 
care practices to enhance the welfare of their ani al or ani als

or reference, here is a description of the ive reedo s, which were developed in  
ra bell eport

reedo  fro  nger and hirst by ready access to fresh water and a diet to aintain f ll
health and vigor

reedo  fro  isco fort by providing an appropriate environ ent, incl ding shelter and a
co fortable resting area

reedo  fro  ain, n ry, or isease by prevention or rapid diagnosis and treat ent

reedo  to xpress or al ehavior by providing s fficient space, proper facilities, and
appropriate social partners

reedo  fro  ear and istress by ens ring conditions and treat ent that avoid ental
s ffering

or ore infor ation on the ive reedo s, see  inance,http www fawc org
freedo s ht

ro  the rogressive attle, http www progressivecattle co index php
option co content view article id the five freedo s of cattle catid feat red

ain page

Background

http://www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm.From
http://www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm.From
http://www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm.From
http://www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm.From
http://www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm.From
http://www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm.From
http://www.fawc.org.uk/freedoms.htm.From


atterns
• bserved patterns g ide organi ation and classification, and they pro pt estions

abo t relationships and infl encing factors

a se and ffect
• echanis s and xplanation  vents have ca ses that ay be si ple or ltifaceted

cience involves investigating and explaining ca sal relationships and their echanis s

Next Generation Science Standards: 

Cross-Cutting Concepts

• ead  planning organi ing, critical thin ing, decision a ing
• eart  cooperation, co nication
• ands  contrib tions to gro p effort, tea wor
• ealth  anaging feelings

Life Skills

Getting Ready

•

•

a e one copy of the ive reedo s
or sheet for each yo th
a e one copy of the ni al elfare
elf ssess ent ool for each yo th

• ive five index cards and a writing tensil
to each yo th

Opening Questions/

Prompts

hen yo  thin  abo t the ani als in yo r
care and the ways that yo  can a e s re
that they have good welfare, what are so e
topics that yo  thin  are i portant

a ather than answering alo d, as  the
yo th to please list one topic on each
index card

Suggested Groupings
• ndivid als, then gro ps

Time Required
•  in tes

Materials Needed

• writing tensils one per yo th
• index cards or si ilarly si ed pieces

of paper five per yo th
• ive reedo s or sheet ppendix

• ni al elfare elf ssess ent ool
ppendix 

* Materials provided in curriculum

Animal Welfare Profi ciency .1: 

  

a a f the yo th are st c , as  the  to review in their inds the different activities 
they co pleted and so e of the ain topics they learned in each activity



Animal Welfare Profi ciency .1: 

Experience   

s  the yo th to go aro nd the roo  and share the topics they have written on their cards
or ing as a tea , as  the yo th to organi e the cards into categories or the es  a a

 nco rage the yo th to co e p with their own categories, b t if they are st c , yo  can
introd ce exa ple categories li e good health, proper n trition, positive h an
relationships, etc

s  the yo th to write the categories they ca e p with and the topics they assigned to each

category on a piece of flip chart paper

a a opics can be p t into ore than one category if appropriate
and o t the ive reedo s wor sheet and as  the yo th to co plete it in pairs or s all

gro ps
a or each of the ive reedo s listed, the yo th sho ld write down the topics fro

their brainstor ing session that best fit within the category  hey sho ld save any
topics that do not fit into a category for the end of the activity

b or each of the ive reedo s, the yo th sho ld pic  one of the topics they listed and
co e p with an exa ple of how this topic co ld be p t into practice

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be good

xa ple where there is 
opport nity for 
i prove ent

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be poor

• ood antity is
always s fficient to

aintain a healthy
weight and body
condition

• ni al is a healthy
weight

• ood antity is not
appropriate to

aintain a healthy
weight and body
condition

• ni al is either
slightly over or

nder weight

• ood antity is not
appropriate to

aintain a healthy
weight and body
condition

• ni al is either
very nderweight or
obese

c inally, the yo th sho ld review their brainstor ing list and the lists they have
co pleted for each of the ive reedo s and deter ine what, if any, additional
freedo s they wo ld add to this fra ewor  hen they will list the topics that are
covered by this new freedo  and provide an exa ple of how that topic co ld be
associated with different welfare o tco es

a  hoose one of the topics listed above and provide an exa ple of different types of 
ani al care practices in this category  eeding

  



Sharing, Processing, and Generalizing

ollow the lines of thin ing developed by the yo th as they share and co pare their 
tho ghts, observations, and concl sions   f necessary, se ore targeted estions as 
pro pts to get to partic lar points   or exa ple

ow did the categories yo  developed co pare to the ive reedo s  ow are they
si ilar or different

lease share yo r wor  for one of the ive reedo s with the gro p
a a  a e s re that all ive reedo s are addressed d ring this sharing
lease describe any additional freedo s yo  added to yo r wor sheet

f yo  were going to reco end changes to the ive reedo s, what changes wo ld yo
a e

Animal Welfare Profi ciency .1: 

Experience   

and o t the ni al elfare elf ssess ent ool
s  the yo th to identify one ani al or a gro p of ani als that live together for which

they will perfor  the assess ent
llow the yo th  to  in tes to perfor  the self assess ent for that ani al s
a a  nco rage yo th to perfor  the assess ent fro  the ani al s point of

view  or exa ple, get down to a sheep s level to loo  aro nd the environ ent instead
of standing straight p

he yo th sho ld be instr cted to consider each topic listed and decide if their ani al s
care is best described by the infor ation in the green, yellow, or red boxes  he green
boxes describe conditions where welfare is li ely to be good, the yellow boxes indicate
opport nities for i prove ent, and the red boxes indicate that this is a topic of high
priority

e ind the yo th to chec  at least one box for each section and to add any notes or
co ents in the right ost col n

  



Facilitator:
 o earn their roficiency for this level, yo th 
will need to develop and i ple ent a plan to 
i prove their ani al care practice in one or 

ore areas  o assist yo th with this process, 
they will be following the proced res o tlined in 
the ni al elfare  lanning for prove ent 
hand o t
  lease a e s re that yo th have their 
co pleted ni al elfare elf ssess ent tool 
as well as the ni al elfare  lanning for 

prove ent pac et to ta e ho e with the  t 
the final pro ect eeting, yo th sho ld present 
their plan for i prove ent as well as describe 
the steps they too  to i ple ent their plan with 
their ani als  ncl ding photos or videos in 
these presentations is enco raged

Suggested Grouping
• Individual

Materials Needed for Each Youth
• writing tensils one per yo th
• co pleted ni al elfare elf

ssess ent ool ppendix 
• ni al elfare  lanning for

prove ent ac et ppendix 

* Materials provided in curriculum



reedo  fro  nger and hirst

ist the topics fro  the gro p s list that apply to this category

APPENDIX A:   

hoose one of the topics listed above and provide an exa ple of different types of 
ani al care practices in this category

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be good

xa ple where there is 
opport nity for 
i prove ent

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be poor

reedo  fro  isco fort

ist the topics fro  the gro p s list that apply to this category

hoose one of the topics listed above and provide an exa ple of different types of 
ani al care practices in this category

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be good

xa ple where there is 
opport nity for 
i prove ent

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be poor

A



APPENDIX  

reedo  fro  ain, n ry, or isease

ist the topics fro  the gro p s list that apply to this category

hoose one of the topics listed above and provide an exa ple of different types of 
ani al care practices in this category

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be good

xa ple where there is 
opport nity for 
i prove ent

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be poor

reedo  to xpress or al ehavior

ist the topics fro  the gro p s list that apply to this category

hoose one of the topics listed above and provide an exa ple of different types of 
ani al care practices in this category

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be good

xa ple where there is 
opport nity for 
i prove ent

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be poor



reedo  fro  ear and istress

ist the topics fro  the gro p s list that apply to this category

hoose one of the topics listed above and provide an exa ple of different types of 
ani al care practices in this category

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be good

xa ple where there is 
opport nity for 
i prove ent

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be poor

f yo  co ld add another freedo  to this list, what wo ld it be

ist the topics fro  the gro p s list that apply to this category

hoose one of the topics listed above and provide an exa ple of different types of 
ani al care practices in this category

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be good

xa ple where there is 
opport nity for 
i prove ent

xa ple where welfare is 
li ely to be poor

APPENDIX  



B
he following is a self assess ent tool to help yo  identify how yo  are s cceeding and where 

there ay be opport nities for yo  to enhance yo r ani al care practice  ollow each section 
answering each pro pt by selecting the category that best applies  dd notes or explanations 
in col n to the right  his self assess ent is only for yo  and sho ld be sed as a tool to eep 
trac  of and onitor yo r progress in ani al care  t will only be sef l if yo  are honest in 
yo r notations  

APPENDIX    
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a a a a a a  

a a
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APPENDIX B (continuation)

Freedom from Hunger and Thirst

Fresh water Water supply is 
clean, adequate, 
and circulated; and 
water supply is 
always available.

Water supply 
is occasionally 
clean, adequate, 
and circulated; or 
a water supply is 
available most of 
the time.

Water supply 
is unsanitary, 
inadequate, and 
not circulated; or 
a water supply is 
rarely available.

Food quality Food type is always 
suitable for species, 
fresh, and free of 
contaminants.

Food type is 
occasionally 
suitable for 
species; or food 
is not always 
fresh; or food is 
not always free of 
contaminants.

Food type is 
rarely suitable for 
species; or food 
is rarely fresh; or 
food is rarely free 
of contaminants.

Food quantity Food quantity is 
always suf�cient to 
maintain a healthy 
weight and body 
condition. Animal is 
a healthy weight.

Food quantity is 
not appropriate to 
maintain a healthy 
weight and body 
condition. Animal 
is either slightly 
over or under 
weight.

Food quantity is 
not appropriate 
to maintain a 
healthy weight 
and body 
condition. Animal 
is either very 
skinny or obese.
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APPENDIX B (continuation)

Freedom from Discomfort

Rest The animal always has 
access to a comfortable 
resting place such as 
bedding, a soft �oor 
space, or a nesting area.

The animal sometimes 
has access to a 
comfortable resting 
place such as bedding, 
a soft �oor space, or a 
nesting area.

The animal never 
has access to a 
comfortable resting 
place such as bedding, 
a soft �oor space, or a 
nesting area.

Shelter Access to shelter is 
suitable for type, age, 
and condition of animal. 
Shelter is always 
available.

Access to shelter is 
somewhat suitable 
for type, age, and 
condition of animal. 
Shelter is occasionally 
available.

Access to shelter is 
not suitable for type, 
age, and condition 
of animal. Shelter is 
rarely available.

Ventilation The shelter area is 
suf�ciently ventilated, 
always providing fresh 
air for the animal.

The shelter area 
is semi-ventilated, 
occasionally providing 
fresh air for the 
animal.

The shelter area is 
not ventilated, rarely 
providing fresh air for 
the animal.

Protection from
weather

Always present:
• protection from 

extreme weather 
(e.g., heat/cold; 
precipitation)

• animal(s) ability to 
maintain normal body 
heat

Occasionally present:
• protection from 

extreme weather 
(e.g., heat/cold; 
precipitation)

• animal(s) ability to 
maintain normal 
body heat

Rarely present:
• protection from 

extreme weather 
(e.g., heat/cold; 
precipitation)

• animal(s) ability to 
maintain normal 
body heat

Sanitation Living area is cleaned 
regularly; bedding and 
�ooring not soiled.
Sleep/eating area is 
removed from waste 
area.

Living area is cleaned 
occasionally; bedding 
and �ooring soiled 
occasionally. Sleep/ 
eating area is in 
proximity to waste 
area.

Living area is cleaned 
rarely; bedding 
and �ooring soiled 
frequently. Sleep/ 
eating area and waste 
area not separated.

Grooming Grooming is done 
properly and frequently. 
Animal is kept clean.

Grooming is done 
occasionally. Animal is 
not always clean.

Grooming is rarely 
done. Animal is rarely 
clean.
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APPENDIX B (continuation)

Freedom from Pain, Injury, or Disease

Vaccinations All necessary 
vaccinations; 
vaccinations are 
current.

Some necessary 
vaccinations; 
vaccinations are 
current.

Few/no necessary 
vaccinations; 
vaccinations are 
not current.

Veterinary care Regular health 
checks with 
a licensed 
veterinarian.

Occasional 
health checks 
with a licensed 
veterinarian.

Few/no health 
checks with 
a licensed 
veterinarian.

Health checks You frequently 
perform head-to- 
tail health checks.

You occasionally 
perform head-to- 
tail health checks

You rarely/never 
perform head- to–
tail health checks.

Skin, fur, 
coat, feather 
condition

Animal is free 
of �eas or other 
external parasites. 
Animal does not 
have skin lesions, 
cuts, or sores.

Animal is not 
always free of 
�eas and external 
parasites. Animal 
has minor lesions, 
cuts or sores.

Animal has �eas 
and external 
parasites. Animal 
has more than 
one lesion, cut, or 
sore.

Administration 
of medical 
treatment

Medical 
treatment is given 
immediately 
whenever needed, 
and treatment is 
done properly and 
humanely.

Medical treatment 
is not always 
given when 
needed, or 
treatment is not 
always done 
properly and 
humanely.

Medical treatment 
is rarely or 
never given 
when needed, or 
treatment is not 
done properly and 
humanely.

Injury Shelter is free of 
objects and hazards 
that could be 
potentially harmful.

Shelter has a 
few objects and 
hazards that could 
be potentially 
harmful.

Shelter is 
hazardous and 
full of objects 
that could be 
potentially 
harmful.
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APPENDIX B (continuation)

Freedom from Fear and Distress

Transportation Animal is always 
transported humanely 
and with care. Animal 
is provided with 
enough space to be 
comfortable while 
being transported.
Transportation is 
done in a way that is 
least stressful for the 
animal.

Animal is not 
always transported 
humanely and with 
care. Animal is not 
as comfortable as it 
can be while being 
transported.
Transportation is not 
done in a way that 
is least stressful for 
the animal.

Animal is not 
transported 
humanely and 
with care. Animal 
is con�ned and 
not provided with 
enough space to be 
comfortable while 
being transported.
The animal’s 
stress level is 
disregarded during 
transportation.

Handling Animal is handled 
humanely and 
in a way that is 
appropriate to its 
type. Animal is 
handled in a way that 
is safe to the handler 
and the animal.

Animal is not always 
handled humanely 
and in a way that is 
appropriate to its 
type. Animal is not 
always handled in a 
safe way.

Animal is never 
handled in an 
appropriate or safe 
way.
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Once you have identi�ed the opportunities to enhance your animal care practice, it is important 
to make plans to address them. By making positive changes, your animal care practice can be 
improved, and the likelihood that your animal will experience good welfare can be increased. 
This process involves making a plan, identifying the total investment required to make the 
desired changes, and implementing the changes. Investments come in the form of money, time, 
and supplies, and they should all be considered when developing a plan to enhance animal care.

When deciding how to address areas of concern, you can complete a cost-bene�t analysis. This 
process is used to compare the expected investments of a project (cost) to the expected positive 
outcomes (bene�t). By carefully planning improvements for an animal’s environment, we can 
reduce the risk of poor animal welfare while minimizing the potential costs of those plans.

To begin, make sure you have your completed Animal Welfare Self-Assessment Tool, a copy of 
the Planning Table, and two copies of the Detailed Plan Template. You will also need a 
writing utensil.

Step 1: On your Animal Welfare Self-Assessment Tool, please circle all areas where you chose 
red or yellow as your response.

Step 2: For each red or yellow area, �ll in the Planning Table. First identify the problem, then 
create a brief plan that would help improve the situation, and estimate the total investment 
involved in your plan. This investment should include resources and time required to make the 
changes. This table is only a rough outline, so the plans and estimates do not need to be precise. 
Fill in your information below the examples provided.

Step 3: Of all the topics included in your planning table, choose two areas for which you want to 
make a detailed plan.

Step 4: Using the Detailed Plan template, develop detailed plans for enhancing your practice 
in order to improve your animal’s welfare. At this point, your outlines should be expanded to 
include more details, including more speci�c estimates of investment and a better articulated 
plan of implementation.

Step 5: Review your plans with a parent or guardian, and get their permission to complete one 
of the plans.

Step 6: Implement your plan. Taking photos or videos before and after you put your plan into 
place is encouraged.

Step 7: Attend your group meeting and give a presentation that includes a description of your 
two detailed plans as well as the story of how you went about implementing your plan. Use your 
detailed planning template to help develop your presentation, including any photos or videos 
you took during the process.

APPENDIX B:  

Animal Planning for Improvement
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Topic General plan Estimated investment

Water supply is not available 
at all times. Available water 
is often dirty.

Provide more water 
troughs for the animal 
in more locations. Change 
water more frequently.

More water troughs 
needed. Time needed to 
fill troughs.

Animal’s pen is uncovered 
and does not protect from 
extreme weather conditions.

Build an overhang over the 
pen to block animal from 
sun, rain, etc.

Construction supplies 
needed. Help with 
construction needed. 
Time needed to build the 
overhang.

Living area is very 
frequently soiled. Waste 
is often found around the 
eating area.

Change bedding more often. 
Clean up waste found near 
food and sleeping area.

More bedding needed. 
Time needed to change 
bedding. Time needed to 
clean up waste.

APPENDIX BB: Planning Chart

(example)
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Topic General plan Estimated investment

APPENDIX BB: Planning Chart
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Describe the issue

There is only one water trough available to the animal during the day. The only available 
water trough is frequently empty or dirty. There is no water available to animal during the 
night in the sleeping pen or during the day when the animal is out in the field.

Describe your detailed plan

1. Buy two extra water troughs to put in sleeping pen and in the enclosed field.

2. Check each water trough every few hours to make sure troughs are filled with enough 
water.

3. Change water in troughs frequently to make sure water is uncontaminated and sanitary.

Describe the investment required (include money, supplies, help from friends and 
parents, etc.)

• ride needed to get new troughs

• adult’s help needed to install the new troughs

• time needed to buy and install new troughs

• time spent daily refilling and changing water troughs

• two gallon troughs = $180

Describe the expected bene�ts and potential challenges of this plan

I expect that my animal will be much happier when he has easier access to water. I also 
expect that he will be healthier by drinking cleaner water.

The biggest challenge with this plan is the cost of the water troughs. Water troughs can be 
expensive, but it is important for animals to always have access to clean water. It is a lot 
of money up front, but this is a one-time cost, assuming that the troughs do not need to be 
replaced or repaired.

My plan to improve water quality and access does not stop with buying the troughs; it is 
an ongoing project. I will also need to make sure I check and change the water frequently. 
I expect that it will be challenging and laborious to refill and change the water, but it is 
important to my animal’s health.

APPENDIX BB: 

Detailed Planning Template (Example)
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APPENDIX BB: 

Detailed Planning Template

Describe the issue

Describe your detailed plan

Describe the investment required (include money, supplies, help from friends and 
parents, etc.)

Describe the expected bene�ts and potential challenges of this plan
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APPENDIX BB: Final Report

Please make sure your �nal presentation includes the following information:

1. Name and species of the animal or animals for which you completed this activity.

2. Describe the issue you decided to address.

3. Describe why this problem was important to you and your animal.

4. Describe your plan, the materials you used, and the steps you took to achieve 
your goal.

5. Explain any challenges you faced in implementing your plan.

6. Explain any observations you made of your animal after implementing your plan, and 
compare those observations to how things were before.

7. Share your advice with the group for implementing a plan like you did.

8. Share any photos or videos of your process.
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